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1 1.0 SUMMARY

I
On the DARPA Initiative in Concurrent Engineering (DICE) Phase 4 contract, Westinghouse

conducted an Electronics Pilot Project using the DICE technology developed on Phases 3 and 4 of
the program. The primary objective was to assess the capability of this technology to enable

computer-based concurrent engineering by applying it to the electronics design process. Also as

part of the effort, a large number of recommendations were developed to improve this emerging

technology and enhance its benefits to the product development process. The primary conclusion

drawn from the project was that the DICE technology has a large potential to improve the proauct

development process in terms of decreased product development cost, reduced cycle time, and

improved product quality by enhancing the involvement of all disciplines early in the design

process. The specific implementations of the four DICE tools evaluated in this pilot project,

however, provided only a small portion of this potential. The numerous recommendations

developed during the course of the project will, ff incorporated into the DICE technology, help the

technology reach its full potential.

To perform this project, Westinghouse applied four of the DICE concurrent engineering enabling

tools (Meeting on the Net, Project Coordination Board, Electronic Design Notebook, and

Communications Manager) within its electronics design process. To assess the impact of this

technology, Westinghouse designed a high performance programmable signal processor module as
the pilot project demonstration vehicle. A multi-disciplined team consisting of designers from the

systems engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, producibility, and

supportability disciplines, as well as a program lead, performed the design activity using this DICE

technology. The design tasks consisted of those representative of the front half of the Full Scale

Development (FSD) process used for developing military electronics systems and ranged from the

initial requirements capture and analysis tasks, through preliminary design tasks which included a

Preliminary Design Review (PDR), and into the detailed design phase. Quantitative metrics were

taken during this activity and showed a 15 to 20% improvement in the design process metrics. The

design team felt, however, that a much larger potential for improvement (over 50%) existed, and

developed technology improvement strategies and provided specific recommendations for

i obtaining this improvement.

The recommendations to improve the DICE technology fell into two major categories: the usability

I of the software in performing its intended functions, and the design and implementation of the

DICE software itself. Usability can be described as the ability of the DICE software to perform the

I
I
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correct functions needed by the end user product developers in an efficient manner. A summary of 3
these recommendations in areas most needing improvement is as follows:

" Tool functions: Many of the tool functions appeared to be derived from a software I
developer's perspective of what product designers need to more efficiently perform their job,
as opposed to being derived from an organized set of detailed requirements obtained from the 3
end users themselves. As a result, many of the real time and cost saving functions desired by
the end users were not addressed, and some of the functions which were implemented in the
software were not perceived by the end users as being particularly important in assisting in
their job functions. Westinghouse recommends that a structured process be used to redefine

the required tool functions and document the rationale for their selection.

"* User interface: There was a wide variety of types and quality of user interfaces used on this
mix of DICE software. In general, many of the interfaces had deficiencies which quickly
degraded the impact of the tools. Westinghouse recommends that basic principles of human-

computer interface technology be applied to this software to simplify and provide consistency3
in the interface presented to the end user.

"* Integration: A major element of computer-assisted concurrent engineering is electronically I
sharing data, and a major element of electronically sharing data is the integration of the DICE
tools with themselves, as well as with the rest of the design environment. Most of the 3
technology evaluated had limitations in sharing and exchanging data. Higher levels of
integration between tools are required in subsequent enhancements to these tools.

The other major recommendation from this evaluation is that a more structured approach be applied
to the development process for the DICE software itself. Experiences on this phase indicated that
many of the recommendations for improvement could not be easily incorporated due to software U
implementation decisions previously made which restricted enhancement of the software. A top

down development approach which considers all design issues from the start, including security,
incremental functional enhancements, and integration with other software, will simplify the
development, modification, and deployment of this technology. 3
In summary, the DICE technology evaluated on this pilot project has shown potential for

improving the electronics development process. However, additional effort is required to reach the
full benefit of computer assisted concurrent engineering. A concurrent engineering approach
applied to the DICE technology development process itself, involving a team of end users an4 3
system support personnel, working closely with the DICE software developers, will speed the

attainment of these benefits. I

Pape 2 S~I
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The mission of the DICE program is to develop computer-based concurrent engineering

technology, to validate this technology in industrial design environments calltkd Pilot Projects, and

to establish a national resource for concurrent engineering expertise in the form of the Concurrent

Engineering Research Center (CERC) at West Virginia University in Morgantown, West Virginia.

To accomplish these goals, the DICE program has involved collaboration between the Department
of Defense, industry, and academia. Development of the basic technology is being performed by a

combination of industry and university participants, and validation by application has been
primarily an industry role. Initial DICE technology was directed at mechanical product design

activities, and was later expanded to the electronics product domain.

Concurrent engineering practices in the past have centered on the creation of "tiger teams", which
have consisted of multidisciplined teams of product developers who were physically collocated.

Information on the product design and the various development issues was shared as a natural
result of the team effect arising from the physical collocation. As project size and complexity

increases and as parts of corporations become scattered geographically due to practices such as

distributed manufacturing, this physical collocation becomes increasing difficult. Also, as the

design process becomes increasingly reliant on computer-based design tools, data is more

efficiently used if it can be shared electronically rather than verbally or through written

communications. The DICE concept is based on computer technology which provides a "virtual

tiger team", wherein the product developers are linked within a network and can be remotely

located, and data can be shared electronically among the various design tools.

The thrust of the earlier phases of DICE has been focused on developing the technology to enable

this computer based concurrent engineering. The DICE technology development has targeted five

areas of process enhancement: (1) sharing information to allow the product development team to

have common visibility of the product as it is evolving, (2) team coordination to ensure that the

team members are working toward a common goal, (3) networked collocation to enable remotely

located personnel to participate fully in the design, (4) integrated tools and frameworks to allow

electronic data to be shared between systems, and (5) capturing corporate history to allow

continuity and lessons learned to be applied from past projects to new projects. A number of

individual DICE software tools have been developed to meet these needs.

Pae 3
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Westinghouse has been a participant on DICE in Phases 3 and 4 as the Electronics Pilot Project. 3
The role of Westinghouse has been to apply the emerging DICE technology to the military

electronics development environment to measure its benefits in enabling computer based concurrent 3
engineering, to provide constructive feedback to the DICE technology developers to enable

continuous improvement of this technology, and to transfer electronics design process information

to CERC to increase their knowledge base for future self-sufficiency. To accomplish this task,

Westinghouse has worked closely with the software developers at both the Concurrent Engineering

Research Center and GE Corporate Research and Development (GE/CRD) on a number of DICE I
tools and how these tools impact the development process. In Phase 3, Westinghouse performed

extensive process modeling of the As-Is electronics development process, and provided this 3
information to CERC as a baseline to be used for their electronics scenario at their test bed.

Westinghouse then identified a number of process improvement areas to be used for creation of a

To-Be process incorporating DICE technology for enhanced levels of concurrent engineering.

Westinghouse also implemented a DICE laboratory, networked with the extensive Westinghouse

development environment, as a host site for the DICE software. Evaluation of the software I
available in Phase 3 (which was primarily demonstration level software) was performed, and

detailed feedback to the developers was provided. 5
On Phase 4, this activity was continued to a greater level of depth. The To-Be process was defined

in finer detail using the Westinghouse Integrated Product Development Team Guide, which is the

master template used by Westinghouse for implementing concurrent engineering. The updated

DICE software was further evaluated and mapped into the appropriate portions of this development

process. A pilot project design vehicle was chosen and a multidisciplined concurrent engineering

team was formed. This team performed the design of a signal processor module for a radar system 3
using the DICE technology, and metrics were taken on the design process.

The detailed procedure used on the pilot project and the results are described in Section 3. Section 1
4 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the pilot project experiences, and Section 5 provides

recommendations on future DICE activities.3

Additional backup information is found in the references listed in Section 6. Appendices A and B

contain detailed information on the electronics module product and process models, respectively,

which were developed for use on the project Additional metrics data is found in Appendix C.

II
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3.0 PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The procedure used by Westinghouse in its pilot project application of DICE technology consisted

of multiple levels of use and evaluation of the DICE software, with increasing amounts of in-

context application. An overview of these various tasks in Phase 4 are shown in Figure 1. The

three major efforts consisted of (1) unit level evaluation of the individual DICE prototype software

elements, (2) development, maintenance and support of a DICE-based computing environment at

Westinghouse, and (3) use of the DICE technology in a pilot project design activity.
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DICE environment, the pilot project design team users were trained in the operation of the tools, 3
and the tools were exercised by users. During the course of these activities, the users and system

maintainers were continually evaluating and providing feedback on the tools in the areas of i

software malfunctions ("bugs"), functional improvements, and support issues. The end objective

of this task was to determine a particular tool's readiness for application to the pilot project, or the

improvements required to bring it to a level of maturity for pilot project application. The individual

tool evaluations are discussed in Section 3.1 and its subsections.

In support of the unit level evaluation, a DICE laboratory environment was set up and maintained.

This environment was located in the midst of the digital electronics design area at Westinghouse,

and was connected to the extensive Westinghouse design environment via ethernet. Integration

tasks were performed to provide proper functioning and communication of the wide variety of tool

functions. The DICE lab was staffed with systems support personnel whose functions were to

maintain the environment, and also provide a critical evaluation of the issues involved with the

eventual widespread implementation of such an environment. The environment and its integration 3
issues are discussed in Section 3.2 and its subsections.

The culmination of the previous tasks was the application of the DICE technology to a "real world" i
design activity. The electronics pilot project followed a path developed on DICE for the insertion

of concurrent engineering technology into the development process. This procedure consisted of i
the following steps:

"* Selection of a pilot project vehicle, forming a multi-disciplined product development team, I
and selecting an appropriate segment of the product development process.

"* Documentation of the current development process, which included the various phases of the

process, all of the disciplines involved for each phase and their respective tasks, the II
infonmation needed by each discipline, and the outputs of each discipline.

"• Identification of current process "pain points", where the process has shortcomings, and

development of improvements in the product development process.

"* Mapping of the DICE technology being developed into the identified process improvement

areas and determining potential benefits. i
"* Selection of metrics to be taken to measure the effectiveness of the process improvements,

including baseline values. 3
"* Performance of the product design per the improved process using the DICE technology and

taking metrics on the steps in the process. 5

page 6 I
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Analysis of the metrics and providing recommendations for further improvement of both the

technology and its application to the process.

The pilot project design activity is discussed in Section 3.3 and its subsections.

3.1 INDIVIDUAL DICE TOOL EVALUATIONS

The individual DICE tool evaluations were a critical part of the overall pilot project Since this was
the first time that designers from the end user community had exercised these tools in an industrial

environment, a large number of key improvements and unmet user requirements were identified

and corrective actions taken. Although much more still remains to be done on tool improvement at

the end of Phase 4, performing the pilot project design without this step would have resulted in an

unusable environment The DICE tools which were evaluated in this task were the Project

Coordination Board (PCB), Meeting On The Net (MONET), Electronic Design Notebook (EDN),

and the Communications Manager (CM). These evaluations provided a detailed critique of the tool

from the end users' and system administrators' perspectives. The unit evaluation covered five

areas: installation, training, functions, system support, and documentation. The results of these

evaluations were documented in detail for each tool individually and submitted separately to

DARPA during the course of Phase 4. The unit evaluation procedure is shown in Figure 2. The

following paragraphs provide a summary of each tool evaluation.

DICE Toole

gvProueol Coordination Board
Meeting on thw Nat

•Electronic Design Notebook
•Communications Manager

Evaluation by Mufti-Discipline Team
•installation

- Training
- Functions
. systm support
- Documentation

Tool Improvement

Recommendations
"• Bug Reports
"• individual Feedback
"• Formal Evaluation Reports

Figure 2. Individual Tool Evaluation Procedure.
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3.1.1 Project Coordination Board (PCB) 3
The PCB was created to provide a number of capabilities for electronic team coordination. It was

to contain features such as project task management and visibility, product attribute visibility, I
constraint management, design assessment, and Quality Function Deployment assistance. During

the course of the PCB evaluation, Westinghouse installed and evaluated five prototype versions of

the PCB software. The versions evaluated had only partial functionality, as some features were

still in development. The capabilities evaluated consisted of the process, or task, management

feature, and the product model feature. The constraint management, design assessment, and QFD 3
capabilities were not in any of the versions evaluated. The details of the PCB evaluation are

covered in a separate report entitled "Project Coordination Board Evaluation Report" [1], submitted 3
by Westinghouse on this contract The following paragraphs summarize the primary aspects of the

evaluation. 5
During the initial stages of the PCB evaluation, the pilot project design team identified a number of

potential payback areas in which the PCB could improve the product development process. 3
Having the product model available on-line to the team would provide a large improvement in

design visibility. The capability to find all desired aspects of the design efficiently by browsing a 5
standardized product model would provide a cost and time savings, but more importantly, would

reduce rework and redesign due to instantaneous flowdown of changes in the product model. The

visibility provided by the on-line process model would provide the development team members

with clear, up-to-date understanding of tasks, outputs, schedule constraints, and relationships

between tasks, as well as providing the project leader with capability for "electronic page and line"

schedule status. The benefit should be improved schedule performance by the project team.

Technical performance monitoring, as recommended in Military Standard 491 on systems 3
engineering, would be assisted by the constraint management and design assessment capabilities.

The PCB was initially evaluated against the claimed capability which was described in its user

manual and presented during the training sessions. In these evaluations, the users exercised every

function of the software. Problems were discovered, documented, and recommendations were I
developed. The PCB was next evaluated with product model and process model data developed

for use in the electronics pilot project. A product model, which is the template for all required

information about the product, was created and entered into the PCB, and the users accessed this

data and provided recommendations on improvements. A process model, or task schedule, was

created, translated into PCB compatible format, and loaded. The users then exercised this aspect

of the PCB and again provided recommendations. Up to four users were accessing the PCB

simultaneously during this series of evaluations.

I
Page8 I
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The primary conclusion from these evaluations is that the versions of the PCB which were

evaluated on Phase 4 need further improvement before they can be considered usable and can

provide a productivity enhancement in an actual design environment. The major problems
consisted of low reliability, low user interface efficiency, and the requirement for additional
functionality, such as the Design Assessment Tool (DAT), Constraint Management (CM) and

project management functions. The other major limitation was the lack of connectivity of the PCB

to other tools and data bases. A summary of high level recommendations for improvements in

these areas is provided below.

3 Reliability: The reliability of the software needs to be improved by several orders of

magnitude. System Support personnel were required to almost constantly assist the users in

recovering from PCB failures and connection failures.

User Interface: The user interface was very non-intuitive and inflexible, making it very

difficult for users to find both product and process data, as well as to update these data. The

product and process data used for evaluation consisted of a few hundred elements, which is
small compared to a typical large project However, this small amount of data overwhelmed

the PCB screen, requiring excessive scrolling and searching by the users to find data. Task

model information was jumbled and confusing, as shown in Figure 3. The excessive
layering of menus and obscure terminology also prevented users from efficiently

manipulating this data. Standard principles of human-computer interface knowledge should

be applied to make this interface as user friendly and efficient as typical commercial software

in order to gain user acceptance and productivity enhancement from this tool.

* Functionality: The actual functions performed by the PCB versions which were evaluated

only provide minimal assistance to concurrent engineering in their current implementation.
The DAT and CM functions, which were not available for evaluation, can add value to the

product development process, but the same implementation issues discussed above must be

applied to these features, or the potential benefit will be lost. The current version of the PCB

also fails far short of providing the user with any meaningful project management facility due

to the lack of certain key functions. These include time and cost management functions that

are the very essence of any project management activity. The lack of these functions,

coupled with the lack of user friendliness described above, virtually rendered the PCB

useless as a project management tool.

* Connectivity to Data: The PCB versions which were evaluated essentially functioned as

stand-alone software. Initially loading the required project data was cumbersome and

required manual steps. There was no linking to constraint or requirements data bases for

Page 9
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initial data input and updating, and there was no linking to design tools to provide a means of 3
putting current design data into the PCB knowledge base. Requiring users to do this

manually is not a good design practice, as it will be error prone and will not improve

productivity.

-I ~~~rovww-i3

Vi". EatL ReLian3

""_sM1.Ma "M-Conduc 5

/I/ ,I
---- I

Figure 3. PCB User Interface for Task Structure.

The PCB concept has the highest potential to enable computer based concurrent engineering by I
providing designers with organized access to data. However, the current implementation needs
improvement, and the recommendations outlined above are required to improve the quality of this 5
tool to provide improved concurrent engineering productivity.

3.1.2 Meeting On The Net (MONET)

The MONET software Was developed on DICE to provide multimedia electronic conferencing 3
capabilities to remotely located personnel connected over a network. During the course of Phase 4,

Westinghouse installed and evaluated three prototype versions of the MONET software. The 5

Page 10
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I_ functions available with the versions evaluated consisted of "keyboard" meetings with image cut

and paste, and the shared application function which operated with single window-type application

Sprograms. MONET functions which were in process at CERC but not available for evaluation at
the Westinghouse pilot site were the shared application function operable with multiwindow-type

application programs, and the remote presentation function. The audio and video features could

not be evaluated primarily due to hardware limitations at the Westinghouse site. A complete

description of the MONET evaluation and recommendations is found in the report, "Meeting on the

Net Evaluation Report" [2], submitted separately by Westinghouse on this contract. A summary of

the MONET evaluation is given below.

During the initial stages of MONET evaluation, the pilot project design team identified a number of

potential payback areas in which MONET could improve the development process. A large

potential was seen in having spontaneous mini-design reviews using the shared application

capability, allowing more design review and feedback early in the development effort This would

prevent the typical problem of having large numbers of action items requiring redesign during the

more formal Preliminary and Critical Design Reviews (PDR and CDR) normally held during the

development process. Areas identified for these reviews included use with the electronics CAD

system to interactively review block diagrams, schematics, and other electronics design data in

process, use with EDN to allow interactive, multidiscipline document generation and editing, and

use with the GE Concurrent Engineering Workstation (CEW) for review of tradeoff and analysis

data. Another potential was seen in simply having enhanced communication between the design

team for remotely located team members. The potential benefits from MONET were seen as

providing time and cost savings, error and redesign reduction, and a travel savings.

The procedure for the evaluation was to use a multi-disciplined team, establish conference

scenarios based upon the tool functionality, and conduct the meetings. The majority of the

MONET evaluation activity consisted of functional evaluation and feedback to CERC on

improvements to make MONET a valuable tool to support the concurrent engineering activities of

preliminary and detailed design. The individuals from the various disciplines participated in

several conferences to evaluate the capabilities of MONET. Due to lack of audio capability and the

slowness of keyboard communication, Westinghouse had to implement a strict synchronization

procedure in the user evaluations in order to coordinate who was commenting and who was

responding. One major conclusion of the evaluation was that the conference function without

voice is virtually unusable for all but the simplest communications. The addition of voice will

provide the biggest increase of usability. The next largest improvement involves the capability to

run multiwindow-type applications in the shared application mode. The addition of video may

Page 11
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provide some benefit, but actual pilot project usage is required to determine if the benefits outweigh

the additional costs. The reliability of MONET also needs improvement, as many inconsistencies

in MONET operation were experienced from session to session. This required a significant system

support activity, and a more robust, maintenance-free capability is required. Finally,

Westinghouse recommends that the whole approach to the user interface be revisited to simplify

and integrate the functions to allow a more "natural" meeting to take place. An approach using a 3
single menu window, instead of the heavily layered menu approach currently implemented (shown

in Figure 4), would provide a more productive tool by reducing user confusion. This became 3
apparent, as the screen became very cluttered with many windows, especial!y during a shared

application. 3
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Figure 4. MONET User Interface.5
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In summary, the versions of MONET evaluated during Phase 4 had limited application to the pilot

project, primarily due to the lack of shared application capability to operate multiwindow

programs, which form the bulk of the software used by the electronics industry in modern day

design activities. The improvements of a more efficient user interface, automatic search and call,

and improved indexing/storage/retrieval will also greatly improve its usability. Westinghouse feels

the MONET concept has good potential for improving the concurrent engineering process in a

geographically distributed environment, but proper attention must be given to the details of
implementation, which will determine the ultimate usability and benefit of the tool.

3.1.3 Electronic Design Notebook (EDN)

The EDN provides an electronic means of capturing the documentation and rationale of the design

activity to provide a corporate history which can be applied to future designs. During the course of

Phase 4, two implementations of EDN based on different underlying software packages were

evaluated. Ten iterative versions of the EDN based on the Framemaker commercial desktop

publishing software were installed and evaluated early in the phase, and one version of the EDN
based on the Aster*X office integration software was received and evaluated late in the phase. The

details of the Framemaker-EDN evaluation are covered in a separate report entitled "Electronic
Design Notebook (EDN) Evaluation Report" [31, which was submitted separately under this

contract. The following section summarizes the evaluation of that EDN. The Aster*X-EDN
version was evaluated and used during the last quarter of the pilot project, and Section 3.1.3.2,

gives a summary of that EDN's evaluation and recommendations.

3.1.3.1 Framemaker-EDN

The Framemaker based EDN evaluation effort was done as a dynamic process reflecting the

continuing changes being made to the tool. An initial evaluation involved several iterations to

improve performance and capabilities to bring the EDN software from development-quality

software to a functioning tool that could support a design environment. The final phase of

evaluation used the EDN for the generation of the EDN evaluation report mentioned previously.

As part of the initial stages of EDN evaluation, the pilot project design team identified a number of

potential payback areas in which the EDN could improve the development process. One major area

was the on-line generation of engineering documents. Many of the documents developed in the
course of a project, such as specifications, tradeoff reports, and interface documents, require

inputs from multiple disciplines. The capability for efficiently networked "group authoring" of
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these documents would provide a time and cost payback due to rapid document creation, review, 3
and updates.

Another use foreseen for EDN was as the primary on-line information source for current projects. I
A design team needs electronic access to current and previous versions of items such as

requirements documents, design memos, and sizing tradeoffs. Error reductions and time savings U
due to having accurate information available on-line was seen as the payback.

A final major use for the EDN was in capturing the design intent for use on future projects to reate

a "corporate memory". Information such as the rationale for design decisions and detailed

descriptions of design functions would allow easier reuse or modification of designs for future I
designs, resulting in time savings and error reductions.

During the initial evaluation of this tool, a high level of system support was required for setting up
the necessary directories and access levels so all team members could perform the EDN evaluation.

This process was then compared to Westinghouse requirements for installation, directory
management, system configuration, and security. The users evaluated the EDN by creating

various documents, meeting notes, and memos, and then documenting the problems that occurred, I
reliability, performance, user response to the available functions, interface, and the amount of

training required. For the final phase of the evaluation, all team members generated the sections of 3
the EDN report, sharing the information and files as needed. The sections were pulled together,

formatted, and published within the EDN tool.

The functional evaluation of the EDN provided a large quantity of recommendations for

improvement. The primary conclusion drawn from the Framemaker EDN evaluation is that the 3
concept of an Electronic Design Notebook to enable concurrent engineering has great merit The
implementation of an EDN, however, must be done in such a manner that it does not create a 5
whole new level of non-value-added tasks for the user to learn and perform. Central to this

concept is the notion that the product developer typically could be described as a "casual user" of

the EDN; that is, the product developer spends the majority of his effort on tasks directly relating to

the product, and only uses the EDN as an adjunct to his primary duties. This user also typically

expects a high level of sophistication in the "user friendly" aspects of the tool, and he will not
easily accept a tool that is not intuitive to use. The EDN interface, shown in Figure 5, needed

improvements in efficiency of use. In order to achieve the desired capabilities of the EDN, 3
Westinghouse recommends that a structured requirements analysis approach be done using one of

the commonly used methodologies, such as Quality Function Deployment (QFD), to determine if 5
alternate implementation schemes can provide a much higher level of value to the EDN.

I
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Figure 5. EDN Interface.

3.1.3.2 Aster*X EDN

This section describes the unit level evaluation of the Aster*X EDN software. The evaluation

consisted of integrating Aster*X EDN into the design environment and using it to capture much of

the design data for the pilot project. Aster*X EDN was also used to produce the evaluation reports

for other DICE tools.

I The Aster*X EDN software was provided to the Westinghouse DICE environment as part of the

Concurrent Engineering Workstation (CEW) software developed by GE/CRD. The CEW is a

collection of tools to help with engineering design and documentation and runs on Unix

workstations. The CEW is integrated into the Aster*X software package from Applix. Aster*X

contains a word processing module, a graphics module, a spreadsheet module, a mail module,

many filter modules, and macro programming capability. The CEW software is made up of
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several software modules and takes maximum advantage of the Aster*X macro programming 3
capability to perform many of its functions. The core modules are the CEW, Aster*X Toolkit, and

external function modules. These core modules provide the concurrent engineering framework for

integrating the actual tools and services used by the design engineer.

The scenario for this evaluation was that each of the team members used this EDN to capture all the 3
data generated from completing each design task. However, because the CEW environment, in

particular the EDN module, was tailored to the GE environment, Westinghouse found that many of 3
the features of this tool were not applicable to the pilot project designers' tasks. The majority of

the output data from these tasks was captured in the Words and Spreadsheet modules. The data

was then easily shared among the team members by using the Aster*X tooL.

The conclusions of the Aster*X EDN evaluation are that the Aster*X EDN has similar 5
requirements for impovement as the Framemaker EDN. Most significantly, both versions of EDN

require a whole new level of tasks for the user to learn and perform. Also, the basic commercial 3
packages on which the EDNs are built have limitations; e.g., Aster*X provides spreadsheet

capability, but not automatic table generation capability, whereas Framemaker provides just the

opposite. In some cases the Aster*X software is not as reliable as Framemaker (for instance,

significant bugs exist in the Graphics module). The recommendations mentioned in section

3.1.3.1 for the Framemaker EDN apply to the Aster*X EDN.

3.1.4 Communications Manager (CM)

The Communications Manager service was installed as part of the DICE environment to support

background processes for the Project Coordination Board (PCB). The purpose of the tool is to 3
simplify remote process management and communications. An in-depth evaluation of the tool was

completed during DICE Phase 4. The evaluation scenario included the use of the CM with the

PCB and through a command line interface. The comprehensive discussion of the evaluation is

found in the report submitted on this contract entitled "Communications Manager (CM) Evaluation

Report" [4], submitted separately on this contract. A summary of this evaluation is given below.

Four versions of the CM were delivered to Westinghouse and installed during this phase of DICE. 3
Installation required the help of CERC personnel, as the CM required the tailoring of CM code and

recmpilation. Westinghouse r that the software should be designed so site-specific

information can be entered through a procedure running a graphical user interface, and then be

accessed by the application from that procedure. Once installed, software products should not

require code changes and recompilation. Having to hard code information into an application
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complicates maintenance and configuration control, and requires additional effort at installation

each time a new version is released.

Several general areas requiring improvements were identified during the evaluation period. For

instance, maintenance issues need to be addressed for the CM. File naming and management are

cryptic and complex, and even the support personnel from CERC had difficulty determining the

function of some modules and what constraints existed. A naming convention needs to be defined
which will indicate relationships between modules as well as the function of the module. This will

help with configuration control, debugging, and code maintenance.

Other maintenance areas which should be improved are error messages and housekeeping.
Investigating the cause of errors was very time consuming and therefore costly. Informative error

messages need to be generated when problems occur. An extensive housekeeping problem which

occurred was that the CM generates empty directories and unneeded files. There is no mechanism

in the CM code which automatically eliminates the files and directories that are generated. These

files and directories add additional complexity to the required directory/file structure, and take up

space and file header locations. Determining which files are valid and being used becomes more

difficult as the number of files grows. This makes maintenance more difficult and requires the time

of the systems support personnel in cleaning up the directory structure.

Installation, use, and maintenance would be improved by adding additional information to the

current documentation. In addition, errors and obsolete information that currently exist in the

documentation should be elimrinated The documentation needs to outline the constraints inherent

in the CM, give a description of the information provided in error messages, and provide a higher

degree of technical information for the systems support personneL Documentation is a critical part

of the successful use of any tool and should be a high priority to achieve correctness and

thoroughness.

In summary, the conclusions and recommendations from the CM evaluation are:

"* The overall results indicated that the CM adds an undesirable level of complexity to process

m•aagement and communications.

"* The Sun operating system already provides primitives which support the activities handled by

the CM.

"* Code in the CM which duplicates the operating system primitives should be removed from

the CM.
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"• The use of socket abstraction in the CM does not appear to have simplified interprocess 3
comamuication.

"* The large number of subprocedure calls required of developers for inclusion of the I/O

routines and error message handling means complexity has been added rather than removed.

"* The approach to providing communication services provided by the CM should be re- 3
evaluated and incorporated into the PCB, if possible, to simplify operations.

I
3.2 DICE CONCURRENT ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT

To conduct the pilot project, Westinghouse developed a design environment incorporating the 3
DICE technology. This section describes the results of implementing this environment. The

Westinghouse integration strategy for an electronic concurrent engineering environment includes
complete access from an existing corporate wide network. The Westinghouse Electronics Systems

Group has a very extensive complement of legacy equipment that includes a large base of

VAX/VMS systems, PCs, Macintoshes, Apollo workstations using Mentor Graphics, UNIX U
based systems, and a number of other systems. The existing Westinghouse corporate network can
permit collocation of engineers and offer the DICE software as a network service which would be

accessible by multiple disciplines scattered throughout the corporation.

The environment implemented on DICE consisted of four primary elements: (1) software, I
consisting of the DICE application software, existing Westinghouse design tools, commercial

design software, and support software such as operating systems, (2) hardware, including a wide I
variety of workstations, personal computers, and mainframes, (3) networks, including general

purpose networks such as the Westinghouse ethernet system and local rings such as used by 3
Apollo workstations, and (4) the integration of the various software tools. Implementing the DICE

technology in this environment was the first time many of these tools were applied outside of the 3
DICE development environment, and during this activity a number of recommendations which can
impact future application of DICE were developed. The following sections describe the

environment development activities perfomned on the Phase 4 contract and provide guidelines for
future environment implementer as well as recommendations for improvement.

3.2.1 Software

The Westinghouse design environment contains a wide variety of software, and is believed to be U
typical of a large electronics development company. The focus of the pilot project was the

evaluation of the impact of the DICE technology, but for this evaluation to be in the proper context 5
P
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of a "real life" industrial environment, a large amount of additional software is required to perform

a design activity. The various categories include the DICE software itself, commercial design tools

currently in use at Westinghouse for the design activity, in-house specialty design tools, and the

support software necessary for the operation of the system. A listing of the software necessary for

the pilot project is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Software in the Westinghouse DICE Environment.

Software Function Developer

Electrnic Design Notebook DICE Design Notebook CE4RD (DICE)

Concunrent Eng. Workstation DICE Tool Kit including EDN GECRD (DICE)

Project Coordination Board Product and Process Access CERC (DICE)

Communications Manager Communication Services CERC (DICE)

Meeting on the Net Networked Meetings CERC (DICE)

Fmnemake EDN Base Software Frame Technology Corp.

AsterX CEW/EDN Base Software Applix, Incorporated

SunOS 4.1.1 Operating System For Sun Sun Microsysem , Inc.

XlI Release 4 X Window Software Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.

OSF/Modf X Window Software Integrated Computer Solutions

Mentor Design Software Electronics CAD Tool Suite Mentor Grapics

IPEX Expert System Design Aid Westinghouse

Nexpert Expert System Shell Nemon Data, Incorpoatd

A summary description of these various software elements with pertinent observations on their

usage in the pilot project environment follows:
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DICE-Developed Software: The DICE software resident in the environment consisted of the 3
Framemaker-based Electronic Design Notebook, the Aster*X-based Electronic Design Notebook

and Concurrent Engineering Workstation toolkit, the Project Coordination Board, Meeting on the

Net, and the Communications Manager. This software was continually evolving and improving

with a number of changes being included in each release, and multiple releases were received

during this phase of DICE. A description of the experiences and recommendations on each of
these was given in Section 3.1.1.

One additional aspect pertaining to all the DICE software as a whole was that tool access by the end

users was initially quite complicated. Each tool was executed using a defined name and path, and

often required completion of several steps preceding the actual program execution. The users

required a more sophisticated and user friendly means for working with the DICE tools. CERC

assisted in the solution by developing the DICE Generic Services Interface (GSI). This graphical I
tool interface had a configuration file to allow system support personnel to build or alter a

customized environment in addition to updating each of the user's paths. After the initial setup U
work, it greatly improved user access. Because this interface uses a precompiled program to

display options, it is not as flexible as it should be to alter all screen options. However, it was an

excellent initial step to simplify DICE tool user access. Westinghouse recommends that this

interface be maintained and improved upon to increase the efficiency in starting the DICE tools. 3
* Framemaker The DICE Electronic Design Notebook operates as a layer of software on top of a

commercial software application program called Framemaker, which is a desktop publishing

package. This third party program was relatively simple to install and required a minimum of

reconfiguration of the user's startup procedures (i.e., .cshrc files). Although the tool had its own 3
tutorial, which was well done, users found aspects of this package difficult to use and understand,

and significant time was spent helping asers become more comfortable with this software. An

important conclusion from this is that any software development effort built on top of other
commercial software must consider the merits of the underlying software carefully when making

the selection. Another issue that arose was that a strategy needs to be developed to remain

compatible with upgrades of the underlying commercial software when applying this approach.

The EDN was developed on Phase 3 using one version of Framemaker, and for Phase 4, .

Westinghouse had licensed the newer version which had recently been released. Although the

EDN software was compatible with the newer version, a great potential for problems exists unless 3
a close relationship is developed with the commercial software developer.

2
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- Aster*X: During the third quarter of DICE Phase 4, the decision was made to migrate to a

second version of the EDN, in light of the difficulties experienced by the end users in working

with the Framemaker portion of the EDN. During the evaluation, it had been determined that

Framemaker was a powerful desktop publishing tool which was more complicated than necessary

to support the simpler engineering documentation tasks typically required by the pilot project
concurrent engineering team. The second version of the EDN used a software package called

Aster*X (Version 2.0), which provided a simpler to use word processor as weli as an integrated

spreadsheet and drawing package. However, the transition to EDN using Aster*X was not

problem free, due to basic limitations in this software. The Aster*X file import and export

functions became disabled during the migration, which prevented data flow to and from

Framemaker and also inhibited Macintosh use. Additional problems included poor graphics

integration into the Aster*X word processor. For example, the only way to create tables was to

use the graphics option, which then meant that there was no spell checking capability available.

The team members using the Aster*X EDN also experienced several crashes with the Aster*X

software, caused by the failure of the zoom command. According to Applix, the developers of

Aster*X, the problems identified in the Westinghouse DICE environment will be resolved with

their new release of Version 2.1.

- Operating Systems: The DICE technology is based on the Unix operating system, and

maintaining compatibility between the operating system versions and the application software was

a continuing issue. The Sparcstation 1 workstations used on Phase 3 contained the SUN

operating system SUNOS 4.0.3. The DICE software development effort was migrating to

SUNOS 4.1.1 in Phase 4, requiring an update. Due to certain limitations of Sun Microsystems'

installation procedure, the support personnel found that the use of the workstation's internal dual

104 MegaByte (MB) drives was constraining for system partition storage requirements. Because

of this partition constraint, reconfiguration of system software was more time consuming than it

typically would take. Therefore, Westinghouse recommends larger internal disk drives for the

local storage for a machine expected to support DICE tools. The end result of the upgraded

operating system and extension of paging areas was improved system responsiveness. With the

improvements experienced thus far by incorporating operating system upgrades, Westinghouse

encourages the incorporation of Solaris 2.0 as a foundation operating system for DICE tool

development during Phase 5. This is in alignment with Sun Microsystems' progression of their

operating system

The Network File System (NFS) capability in the operating system was used to provide network

access to the tools. This permitted storing the tools on one large-disk system and providing access
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from the workstations which were not directly connected to the hard disk. This provided tool 3
availability without requiring storage of the tools on multiple machines. Configuring the system in

this manner resulted in reduced costs for tool storage by reducing the demands of secondary

memory storage requirements in the individual machines. The final configuration contained a
single Sparcstation 1 workstation acting as an NFS and mail server. A second node acted as the

Network Information Services (NIS, formerly yellow pages) for the DICE collection of nodes. U
The server, in addition to handling processes for other workstations, was used as a work platform

for other engineers. n

Window Software: The baseline window management system for the Westinghouse DICE

environment was the X1I Release 4 software developed by MIT. CERC support was especially

helpful in configuring X files so that library modules were complete for DICE tool needs.

Westinghouse's final window configuration included installing the Motif window software as

well. Since optimization and patches for X 11 Release 4 are available with X11 Release 5,

Westinghouse encourages the pursuit of incorporation of the latest version of the Xl I software for i

the next phase of DICE.

- Mentor Graphics: The primary electronic design CAD software currently used at Westinghouse I
is the package of design tools provided by Mentor Graphics. This software contains a number of

applications allowing schematic capture, circuit simulation, and layout. Westinghouse currently 3
uses Versions 7.0 and 7.1, which are of the "closed architecture" type. This was a major inhibitor

to efforts to integrate it with other tools. A new version, 8.0, is in the initial release stages, but its

maturity was not deemed sufficient for incorporation into the DICE environment at the start of

Phase 4. The new version is claimed to be an open architecture, which may ease some of the

integration issues. The Mentor software presently resides on a large number of Apollo

workstations in the Westinghouse environment, and runs under the Apollo operating system called

Aegis. The versions of this operating system currently in use are 10.1 and 10.3.

* IPEX/Nexpert: The Integrated Product Engineering Expert (IPEX) developed on DICE Phase 3

is a software tool designed to improve quality and reduce cycle time by providing information

which is typically available only to the manufacturing and process engineers to the other designers

of a product. The function of the IPEX is to provide design and manufacturing engineers with a

tool to serve as a intelligent repository of the knowledge base regarding Low Temperature Cofired

Ceramic (LTCC) materials used for multichip modules used on high performance electronics. The

tool allows the user to navigate the knowledge base and receive information and advice on various I

U
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design and manufacturing considerations in a concurrent engineering environment. The IPEX

operates within an expert shell system called Nexpert, which was created by Neuron Systems, Inc.

3.2.2 Hardware

The hardware environment implemented on DICE was configured to be a small scale representation
of an eventual wide area implementation. In this manner, issues could be identified and resolved in

an environment representative of the final implementation, yet due to the small number of nodes in

the environment, problem solving could be kept manageable.

The DICE software was developed by CERC and GE/CRD on the most recent pieces of
equipment, which have high performance ratings and a minimnum of 16 MB of memory. When the
individual tools are hosted and executed concurrently, file access and network responses of the

individual platforms are stressed. As the DICE tools suite becomes more integrated, performance

requirements will continue to grow. These issues impacted the hardware environment and have

required an evolution of the DICE environment to one significantly different from the environment
at the start of Phase 4.

The Phase 4 environment started with three computer platforms for hosting the DICE software,
each of which was a Sun Microsystems Sparcstation 1 with 8 MB of RAM and with two Quantum

104 MB drives. This provided a total of 208 MB of local internal storage capacity. An additional

Sparcstation 1 was added to the environment in the first quarter of Phase 4 as an additional

working location for the DICE pilot project team. All systems were connected by thickwire

ethernet which provided access to the Westinghouse VAX/VMS and VAX ULTRIX systems as

well as the Apollo/Mentor systems, PCs, and Macintosh computers.

The storage requirements of the DICE tools being hosted in the environment was greater than

could be managed with the internal storage available on the workstations. A 1.2 Gigabyte Hewlett

Packard Coyote hard disk drive was added to the environment to provide adequate storage space.

This Small Computer Standard Interface (SCSI) disk drive was exported from a single system to

other networked nodes using Network File System (NFS) services.

Initially, the external SCSI disk drive was serving diskless clients in a configuration originally

defined at the beginning of Phase 4. This was done in an effort to retain the existing system disk

configurations and at the same time provide for the needs of the tools developed by CERC and GE.
The DICE environment experienced many problems with poor performance of the tools, poor

system responsiveness and slow network access. The decision was made to reconfigure local
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drives as a means of improving performance while retaining local SUNOS and swap areas. 3
Locally served disk storage improved file availability and access times for the DICE tools.

Additional enhancements were made to the environment during the course of the pilot project. All I
Sparcstation 1 systems were upgraded to include 12 MB of local RAM. Response time and tool
performance continued to be slow, as the need to manage multiple network accessing and the 3
transfer of files and data stressed the hardware to the fullest. In some instances, response time was

so poor that the tools were timing out and failing. Continuing efforts were made to address system

performance and responsiveness.

As part of the effort to improve performance, a Sparcstation 2 was evaluated. Performance metrics 3
were gathered for the original DICE configuration and again with the inclusion of the Sparcstation

2. A significant improvement in performance was measured with the Sparcstation 2 in place, with

an average of 30% improvement in response time using the Sparcstation 2 being realized. Based
on the response and performance improvement experienced in the environment, a Sparcstation 2

was incorporated in the environment as a file server.

Only a limited number of hardware failures were encountered during Phase 4. One occurred when 3
a Sparcstation 1 had internal disk head parking adhesive failure, although Westinghouse was able
to recover the drive. Other less critical hardware problems were often able to be cleared with a 3
simple power cycle of the affected system. Westinghouse also experienced a significant number of

write failures to the Sun quarter-inch tape drive. This older type of media and tape drive meant that

several hours and the handling of several tapes were involved with system backups for each
partition. Additionally, the installation of new versions of software required more time than
necessary. An 8MM tape subsystem was implemented as a way of addressing this problem. Also

due to Sun's policy to distribute software now on Compact Disk (CD) only, a CD reader was
added. The addition of these auxiliary pieces of equipment significantly improved the time 3
required for installation of new software, maintaining the environment and doing backups of the
systems. 3
The final DICE lab configuration consisted of five associated Sparcstation l's and a Sparcstation 2
which provides an additional 1.3 GB drive with the original 1 GB drive. The Sparcstation 2 also 3
serves with an 8MM tape subsystem, a CD reader, and an Apple Laserwriter. Access to the Sun
quarter inch tape subsystem is included as well. This configuration is shown in Figure 6. 3

I
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Figure 6. Phase 4 DICE Laboratory Configuration.

Several lessons were learned from the development and maintenance of the DICE environment in

Phase 4. It is critical that it is understood by all users of the DICE tools and services that the

software cannot be hosted on equipment other than the latest generation. Part of the Westinghouse

pilot site evaluation was to determine wide scale implementation issues, such as whether or not the

DICE environment could be built using typically available equipment. The result of this effort

clearly indicates that a sizable investment in equipment is required for the efficient use of the DICE

concurrent: enginering capabilities.
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Environment specifications must be determined and provided to prospective users of the DICE 3
tools suite, along with a strong recommendation that manufacturer supplied hardware maintenance

be available. The definition of usage specifications provided to future implementations should
include the minimum amount of RAM and hard disk storage required to host and run the tools, the

performance capabilities of the platform acting as the server, the amount of swap space required by

the different tools, and the level of file and database access for each tool so network usage can be
addressed. These specifications, as well as example configurations, should be provided to
organizations planning on implementing a concurrent engineering environment using all or part of i
the DICE tools suite. I
3.2.3 Networks

Network connectivity is a key element of a computer based CE environment. The Sun 3
Sparcstation nodes in the Westinghouse environment are interconnected using thickwire ethernet.

All present Sparcstation connections use TCP/IP protocol and are connected to the Westinghouse 3
"open" network permitting access between other necessary internal systems such as Apollo
workstation and personal computers. The network bandwidth did not prove to be a performance

limiter in the small environment implemented on the pilot project, as all communication was within
the local Westinghouse Electronics System Group Baltimore region. However, connection to

remote locations such as the Westinghouse Central Research Laboratories in Pittsburgh required a 3
high bandwidth fink, such as a TI line.

An important aspect of Westinghouse's network configuration is that, like many industrial U
enterprises, it is isolated from direct connection to external communication networks such as the

Internet. The isolation mechanism allows non-realtime access such as electronic mail, but prevents U
interactive access from the outside. Defense facilities are very security conscious and have found

network isolation such as this to be helpful in deterring undesirable external network access. This 3
policy can be a hindrance for optimal data transfer with a lack of direct connectivity to external

sites. Westinghouse recommends that future DICE activities address security measures which can 3
enable corporate-to-corporate or corporate-to-university direct connectivity.

3.2.4 Integration 1
The Westinghouse DICE pilot project integration effort focused on incorporation of the DICE tools

onto the workstations in place in the DICE lab at Westinghouse. Additional efforts were U
performed to integrate the DICE suite with the existing design tools at Westinghouse. However,

full scale integration of the DICE tool suite was not possible due to the immature state of the tools.

I
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It had been hoped that this phase of DICE would produce a seamless set of concurrent engineering

tools and services which could be evaluated as an integrated whole. When it became obvious that

this would not be possible, each tool was evaluated for its readiness to be integrated with any other

tool or service in the environment where benefits from the integration could be derived. The tools

actually used in the pilot project were not at a level of maturity where they could be integrated, and

they were used essentially as standalone products, accessed over the network. The following

discussion describes a number of areas where the integration features need to be improved.

- Third Party Data Integration: Design engineers use a number of third party CAD tools in their

development activities. What was critically limiting was that the design and analysis software that

was necessary for these engineers could not effectively be tightly integrated with any of the DICE

tools. Furthermore, the critical design data was not even able to be filtered or translated into these

tools or back out from the tools, as the DICE software provided few options to perform importing

and exporting of information. For any penetration of the DICE tools into the design domain, data

portability is critical for its success.

Particular third party data integration problems in MONET and PCB need to be addressed. The
Westinghouse team had anticipated that MONET would interface with the Mentor Graphics

electronic design system resident on the Apollo workstations in the DICE environment. This

capability would enable direct use with the schematic information developed on the Mentor

software. The problem of the poorly designed X-window interface of the Mentor software posed

serious limitations the ability to develop the interface connections between the Mentor software

and MONET. Although Mentor claims to be X-window based, their software completely controls3 the screen and does not service simultaneous X requests from another process. The new Mentor

software (Version 8.0) claims to correctly handle such requests.

The PCB requires a separate translation tool for importing MacProject (a commercial program

management tool) data for the process model. CERC created the a translation tool to enable

Westinghouse to import pre-existing data into the PCB. This process was not efficient and made

the setup of the PCB difficult. Other problems appeared as the tool was used across the range of

the capabilities provided; e.g., the PCB once corrupted its own source file. In this case, the PCB

failed to continue to function or even read the source knowledge base once a record created during

normal program use was improperly stored.

- Interface Integration: An additional issue in integrating the DICE tools was the particular interface

I used during tool development. For instance, the EDN is a layered product built on either Aster*X

or Framemaker commercial software. Framemaker poses a particularly difficult problem because

I
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the interface is neither removable nor tailorable. Integration between the layers of the EDN could 3
not be fully achieved because of the Framemaker interface.

o Integration and Support Expense: The DICE environment was an expensive environment to I
attempt to integrate and support. Systems support personnel found that supporting the DICE

environment required a variety of tasks to be performed which were not normally part of

maintaining an environment. Included in this were learning the functions and use of all the DICE

tools so the support personnel could act as instructors to the end users. Working closely with the 3
tool developers in debugging immature software was also part of the effort. Updates to operating

systems, installing and supporting layered products and working with DICE tool developers were 3
efforts which had to be carefully coordinated and completed. The layered products like the EDN

present special problems for the users and result in additional help being needed from the systems

support personnel. In addition to these tasks, the normal maintenance, network issues, U
performance issues, and backups had to be managed.

User development, problems, and questions were the most time consuming portion of system

support time. Approximately 40% of system support time was spent on these types of issues.

About one c.;iarter of the support time was spent on software installations. and another quarter was

spent on administrative details such as backups and other related tasks. Approximately 10% of the I
system support effort was spend on hardware related issues.

A significant amount of time was spent trying to acclimate the users to the drastic differences

between the graphical user interfaces of the tools. Each tool had a unique set of commands and

interfaces which created confusion for the users. This complicated collection of DICE software

interfaces could be improved significantly by using a clean, simple, consistent "look and feel" of a
well developed graphical user interface.

Other time consuming maintenance issues included file permissions that were extended too broadly

in an effort to achieve critical tool functionality which should be permanently corrected. Significant

improvements in on-line help, user documentation, automated install scripts, file access controls
and improved interfaces are also anticipated as the DICE software matures.

o Specialty In-House Tool Integration: During the latter stages of the pilot project design activity, a
review of in-house tools and services used by the engineers across the product lifecycle was made. 3
These tools were investigated as possible candidates for integration, possibly using the GE/CRD]
wrappers as a means of expediting the integration. It was determined that several are potential

candidates, and that the integration should be pursued under DICE Phase 5. The tools identified
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l were a reliability prediction tool, a thermal analysis tool, a life cycle cost estimator, and a design to

cost estimator.

I The Integrated Product Engineering Expert software developed in Phase 3 of DICE was

integrated into the DICE environment during Phase 4. On Phase 3, IPEX used a manufacturing

data file of board components as input and then verified this data against Westinghouse design

guidelines and manufactuing constraints in a knowledge base. In Phase 4, the team selected an

I engineering/manufacturing application for which the necessary data was available which would

benefit from the existing IPEX capabilities. The area selected was the design and manufacture of

I Low Temperature Cofired Ceramic (LTCC) substrates used in multi-chip modules. The effort

involved in the integration of the IPEX tool into LTCC design and manufacturing included

rehosting IPEX as a multi-user tool accessible over the network, coordinating information access

with the current LTCC environment, and training the users in the use of IPEX.

In summary, a high level of integration of the DICE tools would be a means of providing a

seamless environment, reducing the number of interfaces accessed by the users, and reducing the

time required for the engineer to work within the concurrent engineering environment. The lack of

maturity of the DICE tools resulted ii, the level of effort being directed at continuing improvement

of the stand alone version of the software rather than pursuing integration activities. The results of
the tool evaluation effort indicated that most of the tools in their present implementation did not
provide sufficient improvement in supporting concurrent engineering in the environment to warrant

an integration effort. It was concluded, however, that an integrated environment is critical to the
success of computer supported concurrent engineering environments. Careful selection of tools

and services is critical, and selection criteria should encompass both concurrent engineering

capabilities and ease of integration.

I
I 3.3 PILOT PROJECT DESIGN

The primary objective of the Pilot Project Design was to assess and validate the benefit of the DICE

Stechnology when used to enable computer based concurrent engineering. Another objective of the

Pilot Project Design was to provide additional feedback to the CERC Test Bed and the respective

software developers concerning modifications required on this technology to improve its
effectiveness in the design process. The major aspects of the pilot project consisted of defining the

product and modeling it, identifying improvements to the development process and the team

organization, developing the metrics to be used, and measuring the resulting effect on the process.

I
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The design product chosen was a signal processor module called the SPX-32 Floating Point Signal 3
Processor Module (SPM/FP). The development process selected was based on Westinghouse's

Integrated Product Development Team (IPDT) guide that was recently developed under
Westinghouse's TQM program, and which has been adopted for use on new development projects
such as the F-22 radar. This process was examined for improvement areas, and assessments were

made as to where the DICE technology could have an impact.

The DICE tools used by the pilot project designers included the Electronic Design Notebook, the

Project Coordination Board, and the Meeting On the Network. The Communications Manager also

was used to perform background services for the PCB, but its operation was transparent to the

pilot project team designers. The pilot project design was performed within a design scenario

context by a multidisciplined team of engineering functions (system, electrical, mechanical,

manufacturing, and supportability engineering) who exercised the DICE tools for the design of the I
SPM/FP product using the IPDT process.

The case history of the pilot project is described in the following sections. Section 3.3.1 describes I
the product and Section 3.3.2 describes the development process and the team organization. The

metrics used and the process of selecting them are found in Section 3.3.3, and the overall pilot I
project results are discussed in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Pilot Project Product Description

The cost of the electronics in military systems has increased to become a major element of the i
development, production, and support costs over the life of the systems. Programmable digital

electronics has become a major element of the electronics cost as more and more of the system 5
functions are automated to improve sensing, targeting, and navigation performance and to reduce

operator workloads. The pilot project product was chosen to be representative of a class of high

performance, high value digital electronics used in a large portion of today's military designs. In
this way, the benefits accruing from DICE as applied to the electronics pilot project would have a

large multiplier effect on a large number of similar products.

The product chosen for the pilot project was a modular processing element called the SPX-32 3
Floating Point Signal Processing Module (SPM/FP). On an internally funded Westinghouse

effort, Westinghouse systems engineers developed a specification for this module based on system

requirements for emerging programs and planned product improvements for systems currently

under development. The intent of this module was to provide a performance capability upgrade by

replacing an existing processor module currently used on a number of signal processor systems.
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An emphasis was also placed on minilmal replacement cost impact, and a number of constraints

were placed on the design to allow plug-in compatibility between the old and new modules to

expedite system level upgrades. A Critical Item Development Specification (commonly called a B-

2 level specification in military development terminology) was developed and used as the starting
point for the product design. This procedure provides a design starting point which is identical to

large scale system design, in which the system is described by a hierarchy of specifications, each

of increasingly lower level detail.

3.3.1.1 Electronic Module Description

The SPM/FP is a Line Replaceable Module (LRM) that incorporates the standards developed by the

Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group (JJAWG), which allow standardized electronics modules

to to reused in multiple military systems. The SPM/FP contains 16 processing nodes that contain a

32-bit floating point signal processor device, eight megabytes of static RAM for both program and

data memory, a control and data interface, and a test interface.

An improved architecture was also incorporated. This new design supports a Multiple Instruction,

Multiple Data (MIMD) architecture for flexibility in applications, and a chordal ring network for

high bandwidth processor node to processor node communication. Figure 7 illustrates these

elements and their connectivity.

The SPM/FP design conforms to the current electrical interface of the module it is replacing. The

SPM/FP will support a dual 32-bit data interface, a single 16-bit control interface, a 3-bit test

interface, and maintain the same clock speeds and power and ground distribution. The SPM/FP

conforms to the current mechanical interface, the standard connector and the standard SEM-E

(Standard Electronic Module, Revision E) board dimensions and spacing per the JIAWG

standards.

The SPM/FP uses multichip modules (MCMs) with a size of 1.45 inches by 1.45 inches for a total

of 18 MCMs per double sided SEM-E module. Figure 8 shows the partitioning of the major

functions into the MCMs and a general layout of the 18-node module. The new design will utilize

all 18 of these locations (16 processing node MCMs, 1 Control and Data Interface MCM, and 1

Test Interface MCM).
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Figure 7. SPX-32 SPM Elements. I

3.3.12 Product Model I
To take advantage of the potential for electronic data sharing in a computer based concurrent

engineering environment, the concept of a product model is required. Activities in developing I

standard, neutral data format product models are underway in various activities, such as theProduct Data Exchange using STEP (PDES) standards. However, these standards for electronic

products are not as developed as in the mechanical arena, so Westinghouse, in collaboration with
CERC, had to develop a product model representative of the pilot project electronics module. The

product model for the pilot project is a hierarchical structure of all the design requirements and
attributes of the SPM/FP. The development of this product model took several iterations, and a t

major objective was to make the model template usable for all electronics modules. After the model

was created in graphical form, it was sent to CERC for coding in the Express data definition

language and placement into PCB to form the basis for the PCB product model I
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Figure 8. Functions and Module Layout

Since the development of product models is not yet a mature procedure and there is lack of
standards in this area, the model development process was a trial and error process that evolved
from experience gained from the development of military avionics electronics products. The basis
for the product model evolved from the suggested outline for B2 Specification development from
MIL-STD-490A, as it had the potential to cover any electronics module type. From this starting
point, Westinghouse designers from the various pilot product disciplines began to embellish the
product model with their own particular needs for product data. After each discipline provided
their respective inputs, all the design aspects including electrical, mechanical, supportability and
manufacturing/producibility were arranged in a hierarchical structure. Several iterations of this
process occurred in order to interview individuals with additional experience to assure
completeness of the product model.
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The product model organization takes the principal perspectives of the design and breaks them 3
down as a function of product requirements. The result is a hierarchical structure (top-down

breakdown) of product attributes for all design perspectives, including all the support and 3
manufacturing aspects of the detailed design.

The model structure of the various perspectives and requirements for all disciplines of the pilot

project design is shown in Figure 9. Westinghouse paid particular attention to all aspects of the

design to make the model reflective of the concurrent engineering process. As a result, the model 3
contains all design perspectives and requirements for all disciplines. The product model is

highlighted primarily by the requirements, which includes the primary product attributes of MIL-

STD-490A. These attributes were divided into a number of sub-attributes, which are not shown in

this figure. Appendix A contains the complete product model with a listing of the data file used for

placement of the model into the PCB.

The product model as loaded into the PCB was very comprehensive but hard to follow due to its

complexity. The presentation in the PCB needed to be simplified so the users cv"_d view a top-

level hierarchy and then selectively view the details of sections of individual interest. The current

presentation requires the user to scroll through screen after screen of material to find the sections of

individual interest. In order to provide product data in an effective and efficient manner, the

product model needs to be actively linked to requirements data, drawings and part specifications,

and other specific product data required by the individual disciplines to perform their required

tasks. Without these linkages, the task of manually inputting the required data would be very time

consuming and diminish the benefit to the product design process.

SPX-32 I

i- Reqhements MInufacturig/ Sfware

I IIrcto iJ im~zm 6gi, Ii
tacwrsic Peffll ouetatiofl Logstcs

Figure 9. SPX-32 Overall Product Model Structure. 3
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3.3.2 Process Model and Design Disciplines

In a general sense, a process lodel is a description of the activities and other pertinent information

about these activities required to develop a class of product. For the pilot project design,
Westinghouse developed a process model for performing a subset of activities done during Full

Scale Development for a signal processor module. The process model for the pilot project design
was developed based on the Westinghouse Integrated Product Development Team (IPDT) guide

[5] that has recently been developed by a process action team under Westinghouse's Total Quality

Management program. The IPDT guide was approved by Westinghouse management at the

Division General Manager level, and is in use on projects such as the F-22 radar.

The IPDT guide provides a reference for the product development team leader as the team
progresses through the various phases of a design. It is based on a multi-discipline approach that

defines the functions of each team member and their activities and the specific outputs that the team
members are responsible for in each phase. It also provides the team leader with a check list to
help focus on the core functional outputs necessary to execute a successful program.

Based on the IPDT guide, the scope of the pilot project was selected. The first aspect was to select

the appropriate phase of the product development cycle for gaining maximum information on the
application of the DICE tools. The various phases of military products are shown in Figure 10,
and include concept exploration, demonstration and validation, full scale development, production,

and operations.

Early in the concept development phases, many decisions are made affecting product cost, and

typically by the middle of the Full Scale Development (FSD) phase, 85% of the decisions

impacting the the operating and support costs of a product are made. The cost savings potential of
concurrent engineering in these early phases comes about primarily as a cost avoidance due to
making good tradeoff decisions. The cost savings potential in later phases come about due to
doing the details of the design without error.

It was decided that the FSD phase would provide a high payback region in which to evaluate the
DICE technology. The front portion of the FSD phase was where concentration was placed for the

pilot project tasks, as many of the high impact tradeoff decisions are made early in this phase and

the need for multidiscipline team member communication is the highest. It was also felt that the
need and resulting benefit for new tools and capabilities was the highest in this phase of the design

process, as the commercial electronics CAD tools currently available concentrate more on the
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detailed design aspect, instead of the preliminary design process where many important decisions 3
are made.

I

-II

S , I
Window I I

OpportunityI

Concept Demonstration 1 Full

Exploration and Scale Production Operations
IValidation Developmen.t

Exploratory and 3
Advanced Development

• . I
Figure 10. Military Product Phases. 3

After selecting the up front activities in the full scale development phase as the targeted portion of

the process, a subset of disciplines to be involved in the pilot project design was selected in order I
to keep the scope of the project within the cost and schedule constraints of Phase 4. The design

disciplines selected were the ones with primary involvement during the selected tasks and consisted

of a project lead, a systems engineer, an electrical design engineer, a mechanical engineer, a

producibility engineer, and a supportability engineer.

Detailed task planning for these disciplines was then performed. The tasks to be performed by

each discipline were derived from the IPDT guide and are shown in Table 2. These tasks are a 3
representative subset of the major activities done in the full scale development phase, and

concentation was made on selecting those tasks which required multidiscipline interactions. 3

a 3I
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Table 2. Pilot Project Disciplines and Tasks.

Project Lead Tasks
Develo Program Schedules
Establish Program Cost Reporting System

Create Design Review Plan
Develop Preliminary LRM Family Tree
Maintain Cost Performance Tracking

Maintain Technical Performance Tracking
Conduct Internal Design Reviews
Prepare Weekly Statws Report
Conduct PDR
Closeout PDR Action Items
Conduct Critical Design Reviews (CDR)
Closeout CDR Action Items

Systems Engineering Tasks
Review System Requirements
Refine Functional Line Replaceable Module (LRM) Allocations
Refine Interface Requirements
Update Family Tree
Define LRM Intrfaces
Flow Down Design Requirements To Component Assembly
Develop Preliminary LRM Functional Design
Conduct Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
Closeout PDR Action Items
Update Interface Control Document B2 Specs
Update System Verification Plan
Canduct Critical Design Review (CDR)
Closeout CDR Action Items

Electrical Engneering Tasks
Refine Power Allocations
Develop LRM Design Concepts and Solutions
Develop Preliminary LRM Electrical Design
Develop Preliminary LRM Parts List
Define Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Layout Guidelines
Perform LRM Circuit Partitioning
Perform Detailed Elecrcal Design
Peafofn Detailed Ciruit Analysis3Prepare Detailed Teat Requirements
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Mechanical Engneering TasksI
Refine Weight and Size Allocations

Refine Thermal Alloa o

Prepare Drawing Tree
Perform Mechanical Trade Studies

Perform Thermal Trade Studies
Perform Preliminary Mechanical Design
Define Detaie Mwhaical Design
Perform Detailed Thermal Analysis
Release Final Drawing Package

Producibility Engineering Tasks
Generate Initial Producibility Plan3
Evaluate Production Stategy

Evaluate Procurement Strategy
Develop maacturing Strategy I
Define Preliminary Manufacturing Requirements
Create Design To Cost Plan Goals
Conduct Preliminary Producibility Analysis
Evaluite Detaie Manufaturing Technology Requirements
Devep/Analyze Detailed Manufctm*n Procmesse
Assess Nw Manufacturing Processes
Develop Prod Test Equipment (WFE) Requirements
Analyze For Producibility
Develop Detailed Procem Instructions
Support Testability Design/Analysis
Determine Compatibility With Current Capabilities

Support Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
Finalize Producibility Plan

Refine Reliability Allocation

Refine Testabii Allocations
Evalu•e Test Requirements

Establish Test Philosophy
Identify Test &Evaluatimo C E) Options
Perform T&E Trade Stud
Develop LRM Testability Approach
Define i biy Design Criteria

Develop RdlWly Math Model I
Plerformn Preliminary Mananb- t Analysis
Perform Preliminary Built In Test Analysis

Plerformn Preliminary Failure AnalysisI Iconduct *-i-* *~i Trade Sudie

Conduct Life Cycle Cost Analysis
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The next task involved identification of areas of process improvement. The high level tasks

performed in the FSD phase were reviewed, and the design team identified techniques that would

improve their performance in these general areas. Several aspects were found to be valuable in

multiple tasks, such as increased visibility, multidiscipline tradeoff interactions, and design and

analysis tool integration. These improvements are shown in Figure 11.

-"4., More Visibility in Process Status, Tracking, And Control

SPRODUCT REQUIREME.NTS PRELIMNIARY PRELIMINARY DETAILED CRITICAL.

REQUIREMENTS( DESIGN DESIGN
iCA FICA= DESIGN REVIEW DESIGN REVIEW

" Vilsibilty to teem .V'nubIlty to Team • Visiblity of Current • Many"Mini" . Visibily of M hin"
* Usnictums - Mult-Disclpline Design PDRs Current
Unhiieso * MulDiscin• n Before Design Before"• Confgurat•ionJ•b~ F01.. Formel

Cintrod . Negoittion I Tradeoffs PDR • Idtiscipl" CDR
Tradeofsb Tradeoff Tool An-ysis

• Ratonsle I History *nt R o Design I

From Simi'r o Access to Die Anlysis
Designs Baess Tool

i Docmnnntditton of • Tradooff History I • Access to DOa
ChIng TCdlm Be,..

-Rationale From oTdisPre•lom Fom Technical
Designs PMonormng

Figur-e 11. Process Improvement Area.

i The nex task involved the mapping of the DICE technology to the specific individual tasks in the

pilot project. Utilizing the general process improvements identified at the higher task level, the

I applicability of the DICE tools to each of the above process steps was determined. For each

detailed task to be performed in the pilot project, the disciplines involved developed projections ofI their anticipated usage of the various DICE tools based on the previously performed unit tool

evaluations. Table 3 shows this projected tool application mapping as determined by the variousI members of the design team.

P
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Table 3. Mapping of DICE Tools Applicability to Pilot Project Design Tasks

Pilot Project Task Lead Sys Elec Mfg Mech Sppt Applicable Tools
Schedules (Tiered & Harmonized) - - PCB
Budgets Allocated/Accepted -- EIDN
Risk Management Plan - -

ManufactUring Plan BO-N__ 3
Make/Buy Plan Update - -E -

Transition To Production Plan - - -

Manufacturing Technology Capabilities Assmnt EO -N-

Test Equipment Approach _ - - EDN II
Assign Organizational Responsibilities - PCB
IPDT ReportirngVisibility System -- EDN, PCB
Correspondence Distribution Lst -- EDN, PCB
Customer Interface List 4 - EDN
Change Control Board/Signature Authority -4 EDN, PCB
Design To Cost (DTC) Plans/Goals -4 - E-N-
Manufacturing Operations Management Plan -- EDN -I

Configuration Management (CM) Plan -- EDN, PCB
Integrated Logistic Support Plan (ILSP) /Goals - - -

Reliability Plan EDU
Testability Plan -4 4 EDN
Design Review Plan (Internal, PDR, CDR) -- EDN, PCB
Functional Flow Block Diagrams - EDN
System Specification Tree EDN
Power Budget - EDN, PCB
Size Budget - EDN, PCB
Weight Budget - EDN. PCB
Cooling Budget EDN, PCB
Reliability Budget -- EDN. PCB
Requirements Allocation Sheets (RAS) - - - -

Final B2 Spec -7 - 4 -T EDN, PCB
Final Interface Requirements Specs (IRS) 4 T - EDN, PCB
Released Documnents 7- EDN
Maintainability Design Criteria -__ EDN -

Maintainability Program Plan _ EDN
Maintainability Testing Allocation Report -4 EIN H
Reliability/Failure Rate Allocation Report - EDN -

Reliability Math Model - EDN
UpatdIL Plan -j EDN
ISA Integrated Support Plan (SP) -4 EI
LCC Report -- Ei Ig
Design to LCC Plan -4 MN
DTC Report T 7 -- Ei

Producibility Plan - MN
Procuremet Specs, SCD's, Envelope Drawings -- - 7 EDN, PCB
Interface Control Drawings - - 7- T EDN, PCB
Derating Guielines - EDN, PCB
Updated ICD's - - EDN, PCB
PDR Action Item List */ T4 T 7 4 T EDN,MONT
Block Diagrams -4 EM _____

Prelimimny Schematics -- EDK.MONEF

I
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preliminary Parts List -D -K ExjS
Family Tree W EN, "C

PrliinryIdiv& oadShematics -E- - - -_ _STestability Approach .. .q • . .. q EDN, PER

Sketches & 1Lts 4 EDN, PCB
Timing & Sizing Budget Report - 7 TEDN. P"
Preliminary Thermal Analyses-- -- EDN, PCH
Key Processes Requiring Development (MPAC) -.

Test Requirements Specs (rRS) -... 4 - - 7 EDN, PCB,
Failure Rate Prediction (Part Count) EDN, PCB
Built In Test (BIT) Effectiveness Report 4 _ __N

Baseline MaintainWity Report ,,
Critical Test Interfaces - q - EDN, PCB
Test Points - T EDNT, PCB
Prodcibility Analysis Report (PAR) - ELK
Update Producio Pla E •N

Prod-cblity Design Guidelines ---

Producibility Design Guidelines - - E-
Manufacauring Flows and Data ---

Updated Specs & ICD's -. -7 EDN, PCB
Design Compliance Matrces EDl PCEB
PDR Completion Certificate----------- -------- - PCB
CDR Meeting Action, Iems.• inutes', .. ..- - - EDN, MONET
CDR Completion Certificate
Upated Performance Report -•N, CB
Cost Driver Analysis Report 7 - - -

TPM Report - -
Updated Parts Lit - - E_ -

P'CB Layout Guidelines 4EC
Update Top-Down Break-Down EDN, F-B
Test Spec Cr-Specs) - T -7 - D
Simulation Analysis Report - ....
Design App•oalpdaw T -_ EDN, MONqr
Thermal Report - EDN, FCBDrawig Tree, -EDN, PcW

Drawings or Digital Data .,_WSE
Test Requirements Cross Referenm Index (TRCRI) - T E-

Production Pln Update _ _ EDN, PCB
Producibiliy Plan Updafte EON. PCB

Production Plan Update 4
roduction Plan Update- -- -4 E

Detaild Process Flow SONI

Master Production Schedule Report EI,
Failure Rate prediction Report (Part Sumes) --- EDN, FEB
Built In Test Effectiveness Re!p
Maiintainability Predictions- EDN, PCB
Wey Statum Rep.rt T ..- -

g Me Sk1es E
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After the project was defined in detail, a program plan was developed in the MacProject

commercial scheduler program that identified tasks, durations, start and end dates, dependencies

and project critical paths. The MacProject's dependency and project tables were then translated

into a LASER data base compatible format file (LASEROBJ) using a translator utility provided by

CERC. The translated LASEROBJ file was then used by the PCB for the project task structure.

The MacProject network chart as well as the corresponding translated LASER_OBJ file are shown

in Appendix B. Once the PCB task structure was established, the PCB was used by the project

lead and the design team to access the project task network.

3.3.3 Metrics Selection 3
Metrics were an important part of the pilot project, as they provided the objective assessment

mechanism by which the impact of the DICE technology was determined. As part of the pilot

project planning process, Westinghouse went through a selection process to determine the most

appropriate metrics to be collected during the pilot project design. A process called Concept

Selection was used. Concept Selection is similar to the Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
process, in which product requirements from various customers are used to determine design and

production goals for meeting the requirements. In concept selection, various concepts are

evaluated against the requirements and then against each other for selection of the best concepts to

use. In this case, candidate metrics were evaluated against the customer requirements for the

assessment of DICE tool impact, and also against criteria for "good" metrics to arrive at a list of the

best metrics to be used in the project.

The first step in the concept selection process was to define the customers for the metrics. The

customers were defined as DARPA, CERC, the end users of the tools, and the managers of the

end users. Brainstorming sessions were used where the requirements of the customers were

brought out. The following is a list of the perceived customer requirements of the metrics which

were derived in the process:

"• Have the DICE tools helped enable Concurrent Engineering?
"• How have the tools helped (Qualitatively)?
"* How much have the tools helped (Quantitatively)?
"* How can the tools be improved? I
"• What is the cost of implementation ($)?
"• Are the tools easy to use?
"* Are the tools worth getting?
"* What is the cost of use (Time)?
"* Are the tools usable with a minimal cultural change? 3
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The metrics selection group not only wanted to choose metrics which satisfied the customer

requirements on DICE impact, but they also wanted to ensure that the metrics chosen met the
criteria for good metrics. The following list contains the criteria which were developed and used

for evaluating the "goodness" of the metrics analyzed:

- Is there a baseline for comparison?
- Can a collection method be defined?
- Can the metric be accurately measured?
• Is the metric repeatable?
- Is the metric quantifiable?
- Is the metric supportable?
- Is there a simple, easy method to collect the metric?
* Is the metric responsive to known changes?

Importance ratings for the customer requirements and good metric criteria were the next step in the

concept selection. Since DARPA and CERC were the main customers for the results of the tool

study, their importance ratings were increased to 1.5 times that of the end users and end user

management ratings.

Following the determination of evaluation criteria and importance rating assignments, sessions

were held to develop a list of the candidate metrics. For each metric selected, an appropriate

measurement unit was noted. This process not only helped to define the metrics further, but also

enabled the group to delete some metrics which were unmeasurable and, therefore, would not give
any indication of the merit of each tool. The following list contains the metrics and their respective

Sunits which were initially selected for evaluation against the metric requirements:

* Design Cycle Time (Elapsed) - Days
* Design Environment Downtime for Maintenance and Support - Minutes
• Design Task Rework Tune Due to System Failures - Minutes
* Design Task Actual Applied Time - Hours
• Documentation Time - Hours
• Tool Training Tine - Hours
* Tool Overhead Time - Seconds
* Tool Log-on Tune - Seconds
* System Performance (Response Time) - Seconds
• System Crashes - Number, Cause, Downtime
• System Support Cost- Internal (Hours), External ($)
* Design Change Requests (CR) - Number of CR's
* Evaluation of Design Atributes vs. Requirements - Percentage
SFigure of Merit - Absolute Number

• Tool Learning Curve - Percentage
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The next task was to assess how well each metric met the requirements by developing a concept

selection matrix. Each metric was evaluated against the requirements separately. The relationships
were noted as either strong, medium, weak, or none, and the appropriate symbol was placed in the

intersecting square. Each symbol was given a different weighting, with a strong relationship

weighted as 9, medium as 3, and weak as 1. The relative importance was calculated by
multiplying the average importance by the relationship weighting and adding it to the remaining
products in the respective column. The total number for the column, representing the absolute
importance, was divided by the sum of all the columns to arrive at a relative importance percentage.

The completed Concept Selection chart is shown in Figure 12. This chart was developed by

consensus over a number of rating sessions, and provides an easy to analyze presentation of the

entire set of concept selection ratings. A commercially available tool was used for chart creation
and ratings calculation. i
In analyzing the chart, it appeared that the results were skewed towards the criteria of what made a
good metric. In order to analyze the metrics better, the single chart was divided into two, with one
being the metrics versus customer requirements and the other being the metrics versus what makes

a good metric.

The results shown in both charts were then analyzed in order to determine a list of metrics which 3
would meet the customer requirements and also meet the criteria for good metrics. The metrics

selection team decided it would be best to consider the customer requirements as a higher priority
than meeting the good metric criteria. A chart was then made ranking the metrics in descending
order according to their relative importance as shown in Table 4.

The metrics finally selected as good candidates for the pilot project design activitiy were the

following:

"* Evaluation of Design Attributes vs. Requirements

"* Design Environment Downtime for Maintenance and Support I
"* Rework Time due to System Failures

"* Design Change Requests (CRs) i
"* Design Task Actual Applied Tume

"• System Crashes I
"• Design Cycle Time (Elapsed Tune) i
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i

Table 4. Metrics Rating Chart. u
Metric Overall Rating Customer Good Metric Composite

(%) Requirements(%) Rating (%) i

Design vs Reqmt 7 12 6 72

Downtime 7 9 6 54

Rework Time 7 9 6 54

Chang;e Requests 8 8 8 64

Applied Tume 8 7 8 56

Tool Overhead 2 6 1 6

Figure of Merit 6 6 5 30

Documentation 7 6 6 36

Training 6 5 6 30

System Crashes 5 5 9 45

Learning Curve 4 5 3 15

System Perf. 6 4 6 24

SystemSupport 5 4 5 203

Cycle Tune 8 3 10 30

Log-on Tume 5 2 6 12

The first five metrics in the list were chosen due to their high relative importance to the customer i
requirements as well as their fairly high relative ranking in the good metric criteria. In order to

chose whether or not the remaining metrics should be used, a composite number was created by

multiplying both relative importance numbers together from the customer requirements and good

metric criteria. The cut-off point for keeping the metric was a composite of 30 or above, as a
natural breakpoint appeared to occur here. The remaining metrics which met this criteria included

the last two in the list above along with training, figure of merit, and documentation. Training was

eventually cut from the list due to its lower relative importance in both categories, the vagueness of

actual training time and the observation that training would not tell the team much about the merit of

the tools. Figure of merit was eliminated later in the pilot project, as it became apparent that it was i
measuring different, subjective things from person to person, and thus was not a good metric.

Documentation time was eliminated as it was felt it would be captured with the applied time metric i

on tasks which involved documentation.
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After this down selection of the metrics was made, more precise definitions of the metrics were

developed. A pamphlet published by the Air Force Systems Command, The Metrics Handbook

[6], provided the basic format for these. These metrics definitions for the DICE pilot project

contain the following information:

"* A description of the metric.
"• The appropriate desired action which the metric is supposed to drive.
"• The population from which the metric is drawn.
"• The frequency that the measurment is taken and the source of the measurement.
"* The graphic presentation that will be used to display the metric.
"* The customers of the metric who will use the data.
"• The accountable process owner who is responsible for improving the process that the metric

measures.
"• The desired outcome of the metric indicating the desired trend of the metric.

These definitions for each of the metrics above were created in detail. These definitions are given

in Appendix C.

3.3.4 Pilot Project Results

The actual pilot project design activity took place over a period of approximately six months
(March through August, 1992). In this time frame, the design effort proceeded from the initial

e nts capture activity into the detailed design stages, with the performance of approximately

one hundred design tasks. During this period, the design team performed their design functions,

using the DICE tools where previously identified as being applicable. Two types of data were

collected: the metrics data discussed in the previous section, as well as the users' perceptions of

how well the DICE technology was assisting them in their job. The users' perceptions changed

during the course of design, and in general, the users felt that a great deal of deficiencies existed in

the tools. The metrics collected provide backup data confirming these subjective impressions, as

only a small gain in productivity (15-20%) resulted in these tasks. The users felt that the

technology had a much larger potential (greater than 50%) in improving the design process if the

enhancements identified during the evaluations were incorporated. The following paragraphs

discuss the results of the metrics which were collected, followed by the individual usability
conclusions from each of the disciplines involved in the design.

3.3.4.1 Metrics Results

The metrics collected can be grouped into three classes: (1) design time metrics, which tell how
much more efficient the design process is becoming, (2) design quality metrics, which indicate

how much the end product is improving, and (3) design environment metrics, which indicate the
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improvement in the evolving DICE design environment which was undergoing continuous

enhancement during the pilot project design. A discussion of these results follows.

* Design Tume Metrics: The design time metrics discussed in the previous metrics section consist I
of the applied time, which is the actual time spent doing the design tasks; and the elapsed time,
which is the calendar time from start to finish from a task or set of tasks. The applied time can be

directly related to cost, as an applied hour charged to the design has a certain costing rate. The

elapsed time is typically a function of not only the length of applied time for each task, but also

such factors as manloading resource availability, resource leveling actions, and next higher level

schedule requirements. Also, simply rearranging tasks using a critical path modeler can reduce the

elapsed time by eliminating "dead time". On the pilot project, the use of elapsed time as a valid
metric became unrealistic due to a number of these factors. Some of the factors included dead time

while tool revisions were being installed, conflicts with other DICE tasks such as tool evaluation

reports, and tool crashes and downtime, which would not be present in a mature environment.
Therefore the primary design time metric for which valid data was collected was the applied time

metric for each task.

For each member of the team, daily applied time data was collected, and a sample collection sheet I
is shown in Appendix C. The overall conclusions were that a small (15-20%) improvement in
design time was achieved, but a much larger potential was possible. This is exemplified in Table I
5, which shows the set of tasks completed by one of the disciplines (supportability engineering) on

the pilot project. The actual time spent on each task was compiled from the time sheets filled out

by the designer. The standard times are the times typically required to perform the task. As can be

seen, some tasks showed a reduction in time, and some tasks showed an increase in time, due to

learning curves, unfamiliarity with the tools, or other factors. The overall impact for the entire set

of tasks for this discipline, however, was approximately a 20% reduction in applied time for the

design tasks.

Realizing that many improvements had been recommended for the DICE tools and were still in the

process of being implemented, the disciplines were then asked to project what their applied time
would be if the recommended improvements were incorporated, based on their DICE tool

experiences to date. The resulting projection was that a much greater improvement, around 50%,

could most likely be realized in the applied time factor. The results were similar for the other pilot

project disciplines. The bottom line conclusion was that a large potential for improvement still

existed in the DICE tools.

i
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Table 5. Applied Hours Metric Analysis-Supportability Tasks.

Actual Typical Time Projected Time Potential Potential
Task Applied Applied Savings with DICE Savings with Savings with

Time Tume Improvements Improvements Improvements
(Hours) (Hours) (Hours) (Hours) (Hours) (%)

Task A 10 8 -2 6 2 25

Task B 20 10 -10 8 2 20

Task C 19 10 -9 7 3 30

Task D 18 10 -8 6 4 20

Task E 22 40 18 18 22 55

Task F 15 8 -7 7 1 12

Task G 19 8 -11 7 1 12

Task H 115 200 85 80 120 60

Total 238 294 56 139 155 53

Design Quality Metrics: The design quality metrics consisted of the evaluation of the design
attributes versus the requirements and the number of change requests after the design is released
into the fabrication phase. The design attributes were intended to be evaluated against the
requirements on a periodic (such as weekly) basis using the Design Assessment Tool (DAT)
capability in the PCB. The DAT function, however, was not completed in the pilot project
timeframe by the tool developers and consequently not delivered to Westinghouse on this phase.
Since the automated monitoring of the requirements could not be performed due to the non-
availability of the software, and the manual monitoring of the requirements would have involved an
extremely time consuming effort, this metric was deferred until the availability of the DAT
function.

The number of change requests after design release requires actual unit fabrication to provide an
accurate assessment of the design quality, so the actual collection of this metric must be collected in
a later phase, as discussed in the metrics definition in Appendix C. However, to provide some
assessment of the design quality within the pilot project duration, the number of change requests
resulting from the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) can be used to give an indication of how
design quality can be improved using DICE. A decrease in the number of action items requiring a
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design change compared to similar previous design efforts can indicate that design problems are 3
being caught earlier in the design phase, providing a more mature design at each step of the

development cycle. For the pilot project, only four action items requiring design modification

resulted from the PDR. This is estimated to be approximately a one-third to one-half reduction

compared to similar complexity designs.

- Design Environment Metrics: The design environment metrics provided an indication of the trend

of the design environment toward maturity. The metrics obtained included the number of system

crashes, the downtime of the system, and the amount of time spent in recreating design task data

after a system crash if in-process data or effort was lost during the crash. These metrics were

captured in a log book, and collection forms are shown in Appendix C. These metrics were

compiled weekly and plotted as shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15 to provide a real time picture of

the environment status.

The conclusion drawn from these metrics was that, after an initial high rate of crashes, downtime, 3
and rework time, the system maturity improved due to software upgrades being incorporated.

Occasional peaks in the above factors still occurred, usually corresponding to a new software

version with a recurring problem. In general, by the end of pilot project, the environment was

relatively stable and most problem causing factors were identified. Although numerous bugs and

functional limitations still existed, the design team had learned to avoid the operations which 3
caused system failures. ,iI I

1 2

10

I. I

Figure 13. Design Environment "Crash" Metrics.
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U Figure 14. Design Environment Downtime Metrics.
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I Figure 15. Design Environment Rework Txmne Metrics.

I ~3.3.432 Pilot Project Design Team Perspectives

i The metrics described in the preceding sections are representative of a fairly small sample size and

cannot by themselves provide a full picture of the pilot project results. Direct end user feedback in

this early phase of the DICE development provides an important insight into the pilot project
I ~results, as they describe how the users actually used the DICE technology for real design Waks.

This section contains each individual's perspectives on their experiences with these tools. A
I description of how each discipline involved in the design used the tools, as well as additional

recommendations for improvement, follows:

I • Lead Engineer:. Many of the lead engineer's activities involved project tracking functions as well

as technical guidance. The current version of the DICE tools, specifically the PCB, did not
I provide any meaningful project management capabilities, in the form of schedule and cost tracking

and report generation. Although the PCB is the main DICE tool for project management andI 5
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control, the primary DICE tool used in performing the project lead tasks was the Electronic Design 1
Notebook, mainly for documenting and disseminating the various program memos. The project

schedule and cost tracking had to be mainly done through the MacProject scheduler or manual page 3
and line schedule review.

Based upon its design objectives, the primary DICE support for the project lead functions should I
be the PCB Task Functions. The tested version of the PCB, however, fell far short of providing

the user with any meaningful project management facility due to the lack of certain key functions. 3
These include time and cost management functions that are the very essence of any project

management activity. There are no capabilities in this version of the PCB to manage and track the 3
progress of the project schedule or cost. If the PCB is to become a viable program management

tool, this function will have to be upgraded to incorporate the capabilities that would automatically

and dynamically update the Work Order information. For example, the start and finish dates
should reflect the actual dates a task is started or completed. Similarly, it should be able to provide

interim status in the form of percent complete, time and cost constraints, and potential impacts on

the project of such constraints. Project cost information should also be included in the Work Order
with the capability to assess allocated cost against the actual cost at each task level, automatic 3
accumulation of the cost at various levels of the Work Breakdown Structure, and cost variances at

the project or subproject levels. These will help the Project Lead to track the progress of the project

and conduct regular schedule and cost reviews. Also, basic "what if' analysis capabilities should

be provided which take into account the inevitable schedule revisions, and which would allow the

user to assess the alternatives and select the best one based on the situation at hand. Finally, there I
should be a comment field that can be written into by the users at any time to add relevant

comments about the task. These would include information such as progress status of the task,

anticipated problems, or other pertinent items. There are several powerful project schedulers

available commercially which can provide all of the above mentioned capabilities. Therefore the 3
quickest and least expensive approach to providing these capabilities in the PCB would be to

interface one or more of these commercial project schedulers with the Task Functions. I
- System Engineer. The system engineer performs a variety of conceptual tradeoffs and analysis

tasks, as well as requirements allocation and flowdown. The primary DICE tools used in the

system engineering tasks were PCB and EDN (both Framemaker and Aster*X versions). Since

the results of the systems analysis tasks were in the form of a report or a spread sheet, Aster*X 3
EDN was found to be more useful. The Framemaker version of the EDN was used early-on to

develop the system B-specification and document the initial system concepts. The primary issue a
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with this version of the EDN was user frustration caused by very slow system response and a

complicated layer of windows and menu options.

EI The Aster*X version of the EDN faired much better. The spreadsheet in the Aster*X-EDN was
used to develop design parameters for various implementations of the SPX-32 module. This

provided a common workspace for documenting the design parameters that allowed the entire

design team to refer to same information and thus improved communication between the team.

I The PCB was used by the system engineer primarily to input the design parameters in the product
model. The concept of the product model was found to be extremely useful to the system engineer

as it provided a hierarchical structure to view the system and subsystems. The main drawback was
the fact that there was no capability to relate the various design parameters with each other (e.g.,

I the dependence of module reliability on integrated circuit junction temperature) and thus exercise
"what if" scenarios. Such relationships would provide the capability to immediately know the

I impact of design changes in one aspect of the design on any other aspect.

From the system engineer's perspective, the overall concept of PCB and EDN are an excellent idea

and an essential component of the concurrent engineering environment. However, the
implementation of the tools need to be improved both in functionality as well as user interface.

SLinking of the design parameters in the product model of the PCB with the EDN documents and

spreadsheets is the major improvement needed, without which the usability of these tools is veryI limited

Electrical Engineer. The electrical engineer performs many design tasks using high performance

I commercial electronics CAD tools. The DICE tools were used primarily as an adjunct for
communication and documentation functions. The principle tools used in performing the electrical

I design tasks were the PCB and both the Framemaker and Aster*X versions of the EDN. The PCB

Product Task Browser was used by the electrical designer for viewing and acknowledging the
I tasks assigned by the lead engineer. Use of the PCB's Task Browser provided no additional

insight to the electrical designer. In fact, often times the tool was more of a hindrance than a help.
I This is because the presentation of the task data offered little insight into the dependence of each of

the tasks on each other. It was desired to know what kind of output data was generated from each

task and to know what was the next task dependent on that data. The Product Task screen did not
support the display of these types of relationships. It only showed the view of the individual

perspective currently logged on; e.g., only the electrical engineer's tasks were displayed to the
electrical engineer. There was no view of the related tasks from other disciplines presented. As a
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result, for the electrical engineer, the PCB served only to view and acknowledge the individual 5
tasks assigned.

The other part of the PCB, the Product Data Browser, was also of little benefit to the electrical I
designer. The Product Data Browser contained the product model of the electronics module. The

presentation of the data associated with the module was overwhelming. The model entered into the 3
PCB represented only a small portion of the data found in a large system, and even with this little

amount of data, the PCB did not handle it well. The presentation of the module data was unwieldy 5
because all of the data was presented at once to the user and could not be partitioned into smaller

views. It provided no distinction between the types of data presented, which made it difficult to

know the level of detail presented. The most serious shortcoming of the PCB was that it did not

support the integration of the product data model into any type of documentation, design, or

analysis tools. It contained stand-alone data and required manual "checks and balances" to see that

all of the data was related. For example, for the trade study tasks, a major portion of the analysis
was done outside of the DICE environment. This was necessary because the DICE tools did not n

support electrical design tasks such as sizing, laying out, or partitioning of the elements involved in

a design. Once the analysis had been done, it was desired to have this data entered automatically

into the Product Data Browser. To make the PCB useful to an electrical designer, it needs to be

able to exchange data between analysis and design capture tools. p
The EDN was used primarily to document the results of each electrical design task and make these

results available to the DICE team of designers. Both versions of the EDN supported this task to I
some extent. The support really was from the word processor itself and not so much from the

EDN software layered on top of the word processor. The EDN layer was often an extra burden

that proved to be cumbersome and hard to use. The EDN stressed organizing documents into a

particular structure. Emphasis on documentation style and organization is not typically a priority

for a design engineer. Almost any commercial word processor on the market today can adequately

support the electrical designee's documentation needs, and the EDN seemed to be an overkill. The

real need was for a tool that, once documentation was complete, could support the designer in I
partitioning it so that the data values associated with the documentation can be easily extracted,

analyzed, disseminated, and tracked. 3
• Mechanical Engineer: The mechanical engineer's perspective on the use of the DICE tools was

similar to the electrical engineer's. The primary tools used by the mechanical engineer were the

EDN and the PCB. The EDN was the most useful tool, and was used primarily for making the

results of the various packaging studies and thermal analyses available to the team. The PCB was 3
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primarily used for reviewing work order data, as the limitations discused previously concerning the

product data applied here.

- Producibility Engineer. The producibility engineers tasks include a number of cost analyses and

producibility reports. The main tools used in the completion of the producibility tasks were the
Aster*X EDN and PCB. Since the thrust of the producibility tasks often were in the form of a
report or a spreadsheet, Aster*X EDN was used for these. PCB was used primarily to obtain task

assignments from the project lead. Comments on tool shortcomings are similar to the previously

discussed disciplines.

- Supportability Engineer. The supportability engineer's tasks require many inputs from the other
disciplines in order to perform the many required analyses. The principal tools used in the

performance of the supportability design tasks were the PCB and EDN, both Framemaker and
Aster*X versions. The PCB was used by the supportability engineer to develop the product

structure, including all design variables, receive task assignments from the project lead, and to
acknowledge their receipt as well as their completion. The EDN was used to develop and file the
reports and memorandums associated with the supportability design tasks. Again, it was

concluded that the EDN functions that were developed on top of these word processing packages
often made them more difficult to learn and use. The word processors themselves were very

flexible when used without EDN, but became very inflexible when EDN was added.

Data collection for all the supportability functions, including reliability, maintainability, safety,
human factors, and logistics, is a very time consuming and labor intensive activity. This is

especially true on large programs involving an entire system or on subsystems such as a fire

control radar. In these larger projects, there is potential for duplication of effort because of a

matrix organization and the large number of people involved. Data is collected from many sources
in order for a supportability engineer to perform his required tasks, and the data is seldom in the

required format and usually requires additional effort to manipulate. For example, Westinghouse

performed a reliability analysis on several options of the SPM for the pilot project, which required

t ature data for all the parts on the module. In addition, many discrete parts such as resistors

and capacitors required an effort to compile such data as wattage, voltage rating, etc. in order to
compute the failure rate. This data does not usually appear on the parts list and requires rsearch of

the individual parts drawings or MS specifications, which required the supportability engineer to
perform additional data gathering, These kinds of efforts make data collection for the

supportability functions a very time consuming and labor intensive activity. In order for

concurrent engineering technology is to be useful and effective, the software tools must be linked
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to the appropriate data repositories so the supportability engineer has electronic access to the 3
required data.

- Summary of Design Perspectives: Based on the individual disciplines' experiences with the tools i
on the pilot project, the value of the tested DICE tools in enhancing concurrent engineering varied

directly with the amount of communication typically required for each task. Tasks which are I
primarily communication oriented, such as allocating requirements or collecting design attribute
data to use in cross-disciplined analysis, were somewhat facilitated by the DICE tools which were 5
evaluated, although a great deal of enhancement is still required. Tasks which were
computationally intensive, such as certain phases of electrical design, were not impacted much by 3
DICE due to lack of electronic data sharing. In each instance, however, the recommendations
associated with the individual design perspectives relative to PCB, EDN, and MONET are based
upon simplicity, flexibility, and functional improvement.

II
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Both the pilot project design experience and the individual tool evaluations provided data for

development of conclusions on the degree of success to which DICE technology enables computer-

based concurrent engineering. One conclusion is that the high level concepts which form the core

of DICE (coordinating the team, corporate history, networked collocation, information sharing,
and integrating tools and services) are excellent and should contribute greatly to the concurrent

engineering process. The other conclusion is that the specific implementations of the technology
evaluated in this pilot project failed to live up to the expectations for actually providing the

anticipated benefits. Although the pilot project metrics showed a 15 to 20% improvement over

standard values in the development process, this was not the large improvement desired. Also, it

became apparent that it is difficult to separate the effects of the DICE technology from the effects of

the natural team building effect that occurs within a concurrent engineering team. Some team

members felt that the team effect was the primary positive influence on the design process, and that

the benefit from the technology, due to the problems experienced with these specific

implementations, was minimal. However, there was no accurate, quantitative way to separate

these effects. The design team felt, however, that a much larger overall potential for improvemen

(over 50%) existed, and developed technology improvement strategies and provided specific

recommendations for obtaining this improvement.

The primary deficiency in the DICE technology was that the software was not sufficiently mature

for use in a pilot project. The specific primary areas of deficiency are limited tool functionality,
inefficient user interfaces, lack of integration, and low reliability. These points are summarized as

follows:

"L imited tool functions: Many of the tool functions appeared to be derived from a software

developer's perspective of what product designers need to more efficiently perform their job,

as opposed to an organized set of detailed requirements derived from the end users

themselves. As a result, many of the real time and cost saving functions desired by the end

users were not addressed, and some of the functions which were implemented in the

software were not perceived by the end users as being particularly important in assisting in

their job functions.

" Inefficient user interface: There was a wide variety of types and quality of user interfaces

used on this mix of DICE software. In general, many of the interfaces had deficiencies
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which quickly degraded the impact of the tools. None of the user interfaces was of a quality I
similar to typical commercial packages.

" Lack of integration: A major element of computer-assisted concurrent engineering is 3
electronically sharing data, and a major element of electronically sharing data is the

integration of DICE tools with themselves as well as with the rest of the design environment.

Most of the technology evaluated had limitations in sharing and exchanging data. Higher
levels of integration between tools are required in subsequent enhancements to these tools.

"* Low reliability: The reliability of the versions of the DICE tools evaluated in this phase is in

great need of improvement. The reliability of the individual tools was lowered even further

when multiple tools were active on a user's terminal simultaneously. I
In summary, the DICE technology evaluated on this pilot project has shown potential for

improving the electronics development process. However, additional effort is required to reach the I
full benefit of computer assisted concurrent engineering. A concurrent engineering approach

applied to the DICE technology development process itself, involving a team of end users and 3
system support personnel in addition to the DICE software developers, will speed the attainment of

these benefits. Specifics of these recommendations are provided in Section 5. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The benefits of employing concurrent engineering in the product development process have been

well recognized for many years. Many successful projects have been run in a CE fashion with

reduced development time and cost and improved quality, and have been implemented simply with

process changes without advanced technology. The objective of DICE has been not to get

organizations to change their culture, but instead to provide technology to enhance the CE process
in organizations already implementing CE. Based on the conclusions drawn in the previous

section, there is still a large potential improvement in developing computer-based concurrent

engineering technology yet to be realized. While this potential is gradually being achieved through

ongoing efforts such as DICE and in new products by commercial software developers, there is a

benefit in accelerating the maturation of this technology. As part of this project, Westinghouse

provided many recommendations on improvements for the DICE software. Many times, these

improvements were difficult for the developers to incorporate into the existing software due to
implementation decisions previously made which prevented the improvements from being made

without major revision to the code. Another observation from the pilot project was that the
availability and maturity of commercial software providing certain DICE type functions was
increasing and it would be advantageous to leverage these commercial investments into the DICE
environment.

The approach used for the previous phases of DICE is referred to as a rapid prototype development

approach, which is often used when requirements for a product are not fully defined. The

objective of this procedure is to provide customers with a prototype product quickly, which is then
used as a vehicle for creating product responses and gathering requirements from the customers.

This new input is then used to develop a new rapid prototype version of the product, and the cycle

is repeated until the requirements are finalized and the product is finished. The problem

experienced with this procedure on DICE is that the cycles are too long (approximately one year

between major revisions) and the software is not easily modified to incrementally incorporate

desired improvements. However, enough experience has been gained on DICE that an initial

requirements specification can now be created, allowing a more sructured approach to be used for

development. Also, techniques now exist allowing critical portions of the requirements to be

validated to be cost effective, without the time and dollar expense of developing fully coded

software prototypes, by using quickly developed Graphical User Interface (GUI) mockups.
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To achieve this, Westinghouse recommends that a different approach be used on future DICE 3
developments for improving the Phase 4 concurrent engineering technology. The key features of

such an approach are: 3
"* Use a structured development process incorporating detailed functional requirements to better

meet the end users' needs. I
"* Apply concurrent engineering practices to the development of the DICE technology itself by

providing real time communications between software developers and the end user 5
community.

"* Develop a "solutions-oriented" approach using the "best" implementation, i.e., use a proper 3
balance of new software integrated with commercial software instead of creating all functions

from scratch.

An approach providing these features would consist of generation of a testable requirements
specification, validation of this specification and making appropriate revisions to ensure that the 3
specification provides the highest possible payoff before investing in its implementation, and then
implementing the software using a structured software development approach.

The requirements specification should be based on models from systems and software
requirements specifications, and should address the functional requirements using the high level
CE requirements espoused by DICE (i.e., information sharing, integration of services, team
coordination, network collocation, and corporate memory) as a starting point. From there, these

requirements should be decomposed in a structured fashion to derive lower level requirements to a
very detailed level. The lowest level of requirements should be the individual computer-assisted

CE functions required by a user and a description of the presentation of that function (user interface I
screens) to the user. As a result of this detailed output, each one of these low level requirements

could be individually verified during software test, providing measurable milestones by which to 3
track the software development process.

In addition to this functional decomposition, the interface requirements should be defined up front. I
These should include specific database types to be accessed, existing commercial software in use,
and network software interfacing. Also, hardware constraints should be specified, providing I
CERC with the experience in dealing with real world constraints typical of those they will work
with in future customer relations. 3
Early insight into and feedback on this specification by the DICE developers during the creation of

Imthe specification is a key element of the CE process. Therefore, as the spcfcton is developed, a
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computer-assisted approach for capturing and tracing requirements for the DICE software should

be used. Packages for requirements capture and flowdown are available commercially, such as the

RTrace and RTS software programs. Use of one of these tools will provide the means of making

the specification information visible to the DICE developers, as well as providing a configuration

controlled history of the requirements.

The requirements specification developed in the previous step would have the benefit of experience

from the previous phases of DICE. However, validation of this specification, before a sizable

investment is made in implementing it, is desirable to ensure that the technology provides the

maximum benefit to the development process. As experienced on previous phases, featur which

appear at first to be desirable and productive can often turn out to not only provide negligible

benefit, but actually degrade the product development process due to inappropriately implemented

functions and interfaces. To develop the highest payoff specification, the body of knowledge and

capability available from the the Human-Computer Interface community should be applied. The

use of currently available techniques to provide quick turnaround graphical user interface mockups

would allow users to experience a virtual environment as described in the requirements

specification, and allow necessary observations to be made that the environment specification is

appropriate. Contextual observations of users as they perform their tasks per the candidate

specification should be collected. This would provide the basis for vertically integrating the

evaluation of specification requirements ranging firom the fine grained and perceptual to the broad

and cognitive, and permit making useful tradeoffs in the user interface design process. The end
result would be a validated user requirements specification to be used to guide the remaining DICE

developments, as well as provide inputs to the Test Bed at CERC for implementation and

integration requirements.

Based on the experiences of Phase 4, a large benefit can be realized by a more formal development

process for actually implementing the software itself. Techniques from the military standards

(primarily Mil-Std 2167), modified for a commercial practices environment, would provide a

quantum improvement in the quality of the DICE software. Also, the concurrent review and

feedback by an end user community of the software developers' implementation plans, software

development specifications, and other intermediate development documents should be performed.

In this way, many issues causing potential problems down the line can be identified and corrective

measures taken early. Some examples of these problems from Phase 4 include the undesirable

hard coding of directory structures, improper termination procedures leaving processes to

accumulate on the system, and numerous unnecessary system administration tasks.
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In summary, the above recommendations would correct many of the shortcomings of the DICE 1
Phase 4 tools which were evaluated on this contract. Westinghouse recommends that the above

structured approach be considered for any and all enhancements to the DICE environment.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Appendix A. Product Model

This appendix contains data on the electronics module product model used in the DICE Project
Coordination Board on the Electronics Pilot Project. The following information is contained:

1. Hierarchical Breakdown Chart of Product Model Structure Page 66

2. Listings for Electronic Module Product Model Inputs to Project Coordination Board Page 67
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I Listings for Electronic Module Product Model Inputs to
Project Coordination Board

B_1553

parts * (partof) :item-signal

DNbus
parts * (partof) :item-signal

IFperformance
kinds * (kindot) :characteristics
rate:
reference:
slmt:I type:
unit:

LRM-mechaiiical-interfaceI kinds * (kindof) : item.-mechanical,

LRM-safety
parts * (partof) : safety

LRM-slots
kinds * (kindot) : item-mechanical

I LSRFACET
CARDINALTYý_MAX: [l1sr-max cadinality :
CARDINAIiTYMN: (lsr-ninscardinality :
CHECK-YOR:ICLASS: [lsr~jchecksclass:]I
CLASS..O~fONS: "instances"
ERROR-MESSAGE :lsr -recordjfacetenrro
KEYLIST: [lsr checkjkeylist: ]
PROTECTr: [lsr check-protect:J]
RANGE: "LSRINCLUSIVE" [lIsr icheck-range: I
RANGE-MIAX:
RANGEM[N:
TYPE: [(hr jcheck-ype:]
UNIQUE: [ lsrý-check-unique :

I ~busIparts *(partof) tmsga
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TM-..bus
part * (partof) :item_.signal

acceptance
kinds * (kindof) : simplicity-ofdesign3

acquisition-cost
prs* (partof) :equipmentlife_cyclesost

II
allowed-materials

parts * (partot) :material-processparts...parts

assemblyI
prs* (partof) : interchangeability

avaiilability of materials
prs* (partof): producibility-characteristics,

availability-..of...resources
parts * (partof) :least-time3

avaulability-or-aborskills
parts * (partof) :manpower

availablprduction-..processes 3
parts * (partof) :high-rate-production

average-depotrcepair-imeI
paits * (partof) : equipment life-cyclecpost

average ffizld-repairjtime
parts * (partof) :equipment lie cycle-cost

backplane
kInds * (kindof) :itemLmechanical

bonding
parts * (jpartof) :electrical-grundingAnd...bonding3
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catgorics-ofparsMc_inc ....partsstrpgin
parts * (partof) :material~processparts...parts

character~sooling
Einds * (kIndof) :characteristics
rate :
reference:
typel.:
type2:

character...physical
Einds *(kindof) : characteristics
partf *(parts) : charactet.physicaLcooling

characterphysicaLdiscretes
character..physicai electrical-ower
character...physicai..software
character...physical-physical
character-physica~signal

character .physical-cooling
parts * (parto) : character-physical

charActer...physicai~discretes
parts * (partof) : chardcter physical

character physica1 electricalpower
parts * (partot) : character...physical

character .physical-~hsignal
parts * (parto) : character-physical.

characta-.physica~sofgnar
parts * (partof) : character...physical

partsf * (parto) : chamcerfa ac hrcaphysical hrce-oln
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fimictionat.perforinance maintainability reliability3
testability

kinds * (kindof) :requirenmets...perspective

chassi&..grounds,
parts * (partot) :grounding

checkoutI
kinds * (kindot) :simplicity-ot-d.esign

clarity-..of-technical-data...package
kinds * (kindof) :designspharacteristics,
partof * (parts): reliable,-concreteý-designjnfomation

clockI
kinds * (kindof) :itemi-discretes

componentU
parts * (partof) :interchangeability

configurations
part * (partof) : ihrate-production

conformaLcoatings
parts * (partof): material-prcessparts...parts

connectors
pas* (partof) :mated l-rocessparts..parts

continentalUS-depot..SE
prs* (partof): support-equipment

cooling-provisionsU
prs* (partof item-cooling

parts * (parto: item...cooling
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parts * (partot) :materialprocessparts~parts

designand,_construction
kindof * (kinds): electnxngneticenvironmental~effects

design...and-construcnion~software workmanship
interchangeability materia-processparts-.parts
safety manpower-and-personneuintegration

kinds * (kindof) :requirements-perspective

designand-construction~software
kinds * (kindof) :design-andconstruction
kindof * (kinds) :programmingianguages design...standards

software-integration
software-sizing-an~dmfingsconsftraints

design-pharacteristics,
kindof * (kinds) :clarity-of.ýtechnicaLdata.package

flexibility-it..production~choices
toleraceý requirements
selection~criteria-for-speciflec-materias

kinds * (kindof) :manufacturng~or .producibility~perspective
partof * (parts) :simplicity-0-design

design...standards
kinds * (kindof) :design-and-construction~software

design...for maintainabiity
Pm* (jartot) :human-factors-engineering

design-for...operability
pus* (partof) : human-factors-eninering

dielectricjequirements
parts * (partof) :material...processparts.parts

dimensions
parts * (partof: high-rate-production

dcmntation
kindof * (kinds) :drawings electronicjdata-fies specs

technical manuals
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kinds * (kdndof) : requirements-..perspective

documentation-perspective
kinds * (kindof) :module-perspectivesI

drawings
kinds * (kindof) : documentation
filename:
location:
reference:I
spec-NO:
tool:

electric...power
kns* (kindot) : interface-definition

partof * (parts) : input noisejipple input-power inputLvoltage

electrical dischargejnachiningI
parts *I (partof) :materiapocessparts-parts

electrical-grounding-and-bondingI
prs* (partot) :materdal...processparts..parts

partof * (parts) : bonding grounding3

electrical-or-elecwonc..partsyibration
parts * (partof) : matna=W-proessparts-.parts

electricat..safety
parts * (partof) : safety

aleumagnetic..environmental.1effects
kinds * (kindof) : design-and-construction
kindof * (kinds) : hazaids~of-electromagnetic-radiation-to

electronic data-files
kinds. * (kindof) : documentation
description:
ffle-name:
reference:
tool:3

leto &discharge...sensitive3
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parts * (partof) :material-processparts...parts

equipmnentlife-cycle-cost
partof * (parts) :acquistion~cost averagefiAelcdrepairjimue

average-..depot-repair..sime sparesscost

equiment-personnel.
reference:
skill-level:

equipment training
coursej...ength
reference:
type:

estimated -annual-.operating...hours
parts * (partot): spares

estimated technicalmanual cos
parts * (partof) : spares

estimated.jest-equipment cost
prs* (partof) : spares

estimated -training-cost
parts * (partot): spares

fabmication
kinds * (kIndof) : simplicity..p~design

facilities,
partof * (parts) :production-capabilities
parts * (partof) : producibilityscharacteristics

ftilities-and-facility...equipment
kinds *(kindof) : logistics
name
reference:

finishes
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prs* (partot) : mateial~processparts.parts3

flexibilityjin.production-choices
kInds * (kindof) :design-characteristics
partof * (parts) :identify-alternate-materials-anc-processes

forgings;
parts * (partof) :materialpwocessparts-.parts

function-definition.
kinds, (kindof) :item-definition

fimctionalpeiformance
kinds * (kindof) :characteristics

bandwidth:
rate :I
reference:
Sime:
type:
unit:

grounding
parts * (partof) : electrical-grounding...andjbondingI
partof * (parts) : chassis-grounds

hazards-of elecuumgneticradiation-to
dns* (kindof) : electromagnetic-environmentale.ffects3

health~hazards
part s * (partof) : safety-..personnel

hea-dissiation
parts * (partot) : itemx-cooling

high-rate..jxoductionI
partof * (parts) : dimensions configurations

avalble-jproduction-processes tolerances
parts *(partof) production wrinspectionjrequired 3
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h~uman_facor_engieering
partof * (parts) :desigi-for-mainutinability design-fmor.perability

prs* (partot) :manpower -and~personneLintegration

idendfy-Mix-quality-jevels-requirec-to-meet
parts * (partof) :tolerance-requirements

identify..alternte-materials-an processes
prs* (partof) :flexibiiity-jn..production-choices

injtheaterý-epot-SE
parts * (partof) :support-equipment

inpuLnoisejripple
parts * (partof) electric--power

input-power
parts * (partof) :electric-power

mnputyvoltage
parts * (partot) :electric-power

inspection
kinds * (kIndof) :simplicity..design

installation
kinds * (kIndof) :simplicity..Ldesign

insniaion-resistance
p=rt * (partof) :materat.processparts-parts
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I I
itrchangeability
kinds * (kindof) :desigri.and~construction
partof * (parts) :assembly component partsI

I
interface~definitionI

kindof * (kinds) :electfic-power item-discretes iten-physical
item3Lsignal item-software item-cooling

kirnds * (kindof) :item.-definition

item-cooling
kidncs * (kindof) :interface-definition
partof * (parts) :heac~dissipation cooling-source cooling-provisions

item~definition__I
kidf* (rinds): interface~definition. function-definition.

kinds * (kindof) :requirements-perspective

item-discretes,
kindof * (kinds) :clock reset_
kinds * (kindof) :interfaceý-definition

item-electrical
kindof * (kinds) item-electrical~electrical optical
kinds * (kindof) item..physical

itemn-electrical-electrical
kinds * (kindof) :itemi-electrical

iiminechanical,
kindof * (kinds) :LRMMmechanical-interface backplane LRM-slots
kinds * (kindof) :item-physical

iem-physical
kinidof * (kinds) :itemrILelectrical item-mechanical
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kinds * (kindof) :interface-definition

item-siglnal
kinds * (kindof) :interface~definition
partof * (parts) B_1553 TM-bus P1_bus DFNLbus.

iteM~software
kinds * Qkindof) interface~definition

junction~tempemture
parts * (partot) :thermal~design

least.cost
kinds * (kindof) :optimalscost~or.-time
partof * (parts): simpliciy-ndstandaomp&..psand-manuf-procs

least-time
kinds * (kindof) :optimal..cost-ori-time
partof * (parts) :availability-of~resources

logistics
kindof * (kinds) : facilities_ nfacffity-.equipmcnt maintenance supply

support-equipment
kinds * (kindof) : requirements-perspective

low rate production
parts * (partof) :production-or-nspection-.required

maintanaility
kns* (kindof) :characteristics
.maneance-level:

parameter.
reference:
unit:
value:
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maintenance
kcinds * (ldndof) : logistics
concept: _ _I

maintenance-skillevel:
reference:

manpower
partf * (parts) :availability-orjaborý-skills

pas* (partof) : producibihity-characteristics

manpower-and..personne~integration
ldnds * (kindof) :design-and~construction
partf * (parts) : humnanfactorsý-engineering manpower-otý_personnel

mpnpowertraining system -safety-orj-healffi-hazards

manpower-or...personnel
prs* (partot) : manpower -and--personne~integration

manpower trining_ _I

parts * (partof) : manpower-and-personneLintegration

manuac~g-or producibility-perspective
kindof * (kinds) : design_characteristics optimnal_cost_orjtim

producibility-characteristics
production..pr-jnspection..jequired

kinds * (kindof) :module-perspectives

material-prcesspaflsparts
kindof * (kinds) :parts,_selection-criteria
kinds *(kcindof) :design_and~construction
partof *(parts) :categoriesj-f.partsinci~inpartsstri..pgmn connector

electrical-discharge-machining allowed~_materials

insulation-reistance conformaLcoatings finishes
corrosionjprevention.
electrostatic-dischargeý-sensitive metrication
mounting-..ofjesistors...andcapacitors
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selectionk_ofspecificationsý_and~standards soldering
prohibited-materials,-and-parts thermal-design
electrcal..grounding..and-bonding
wire-shielding...grounding wiring

mitrpadfungus~resistance
pnintedcircult-board-assemblies, optics

metrication
prs* (partof) :mateial-processparts-parts

microelectiroic devices
parts * (partof) :pamrtseliability

microwave-and_-RFýemissions
part * (partof) :safety

I module-perspectives
kindof * (kinds) :Manufacturingsor..producibilitprspective

docu~mentation-perspcctive requirements-perspectiveI software-perspective test-verification-perspectlve

moisture-and-fungusjresistance
prs* (partot) :material-processparts..parts

mounting-..&resistors-and-capacitors
part * (partof) :materia]lprocessparts-parts

aircr~aft-testjnmeasrement andtdiagnostic
pat (partof) :support equipment

i ids * (kindof) :itemu_electrical

I optics
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parts * (partof) :materiaLprocessparts...parts3

optimal_cos_o~r_time
kindof * (kinds) :least _cost least_tme
kinds *(kindot) :manufacwngor-producibility~perspective

parts
parts *(parto) :interchangeabilityI

partsjyeliability
kinds * (kindof) :parts-selection-criteria,
partof * (parts) :microelectronic-devices passive_devices

semiconductor-devices

parts-selection-criteria,
kindof * (kinds) :parts-..reliability
kinds * (kindof) : materiaL-processparts-parts

passive~devices
par ts * (partot) :parts, reliability

peculiarSE
parts * (partof) :support equfipment3

personnel and-training
kinds * (kindof) :requirements-.perspective
partof * (parts): perso~nnel-personnel-and-training

training-personneL an&..trning

personnel-.personnel and(training
parts * (partof) :personnel and-training

hysicd-selection-criteria
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printedsCircuiLboard-assemblies
prs* (partof) : materW proc~essparts~parts

producibility characteristics
kinds * (kindof) : manufacturing...orproducibility-perspective

patf* (parts) :availability~tmaterials facilities manpower
productionraWean&..quantity special-ooling

production-capabilities
parts * (partof) :facilities

production-or-inspectionjrequired
kinds * (kindof) : anufacturng~orproducibility..perspective
partof *(parts) : low-rre-production highrate-production

production rate-and-quantity
partof * (parts) sizing-ofjfacility-for -subassemblyand assmbly

prs* (partof) producibility-pbaracteristics

pimrammgJanguages
kinds * (kindof) :design-and-construction~software

prohibited-ramials-and-parts,
par ts * (partof) : materialprocessparts-.parts

quality-and~cost~o(-tools
parts * (partof) : special-tooling

reliability
kinds * (kindof) : characteristics
maintenancejevel:
parametr:
reference:
unit:
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value:

idliablesconcrete-de-signjnfomation
prs*(partof) : clarity..of techmical-data-.package

qireetsI~etv
kindof * (kinds) : item-definition characteristics

design-.andsonstruction documentation logistics
personne~andtraining

kinds * (kindof) : module~perspectives

kns* (kindof) : itemx-discretesI

safety
kinds * (kindof) : design-and-construction
part~of * (parts) : electric~safety IRK-safety

microwave_andRFýemissions safety-personnel

safety..persoel
prs* (partof) : safety

partof * (parts): health-hazards

selectioncriteria...for....secifledxmaterials
kinds * (kindof) : design-characteristics
kindof * (kinds) : selection-criteria-mechanical

selection~criteia-physical selection-criteria~chemical

selection-criteria...physical
kinds * (kindof) : selection-crteriaifor..specifled...mateias

selectionsriteia-chemical
kinds * (kindof) : selection-criteria~for-speciflec-materias
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selection criteria mnechanical
kinds * (kindof) : selectioncriteria-forý.specifeied-materials

selection of spccifications..andstandards
parts * (partot) :matrial-processparts-.parts

samiconductcrdevices
parts * (partof) :partsjemliability

simpnlicit~nd-stmxnard-jnsomps~and manuf procs
parts * (partot) :least-cost

simplicity..ofdesign
kindof ;-(kinds) :fabrication inspection installation checkout

acceptance test
parts * (partof) :design-characteristics

sidzing-olfjaclity-for-subassemblya=ndasembly
parts * (partot) :production rate_an~quantity

software " ntegration
kinds * (kindof) :design-and-!construction-software

software-..perspective
kinds * (kIndof) :module...perspectives

software-perspectives
parts * (partof) :design-objectives

softwarejizinand timng..constrants
kinds * (kindof) :design-and-construction~software
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soldering
prs* (partof) :material~processpartk~partsI

spares
partof * (parts) :estimated_annual_operaning...hours

estimated~test..equipment~cost
estimated-technical-manual~cost
estimated-training...cost turn-around-time

II
spaes.cia-oolin

partof * (parts) :quality-andý-cost~of-tools
prs* (partf) :producibilitysbparacteristics

specifications
filenamne:
location:
reference :
SpecNO :

specs
kinds * (kindof) : documentation

f
SupplyIkinds * (kindof) : logistics

support-equipment
kinds * (kndot) : logistics
partf *(parts) : peculiar_ýSE in~itheaterdepotSE

continentalUS-Oepot-SE
offaircraft test-measmunment~anc-diagnostic

name
type:
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system...safety...or-health-)hazmrds
parts * (partof) :manpower and-personne~integration

technical manuals
kinds * (kIndof) documentation
manual-NO:
reference:
titde:
tool:
ty pe:

test
kinds * (kindof): simpliity~ofjldesign

test~ori-verification..perspective
parts * (partof) : design objectives

testyerificatioii.persective
kinds * (kindof) : module-..perspectives

testability
kinds * (kimdof) : characteristics
m~aintenance~level:

thermaldesign.
parts * (partof) : material-prcessparts..parts,
partof * (parts) : junctionjtemperature thermal...pwtection

parts * (partof): thermal-design

toleauncejeqwremwents
kinds *(kindof) : designjcharacteristics
pwWf (parts) : identify-Miit..quality-levelsjrequiredto~meet
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tolerances
prs* (partof) : bghrxate-production

training...persnnel and-traning
prs* (partof) :personnel andiraining

turnarou~ndtime
prs* (partof): spares

wiresbieldin&.grounding_
parts *(partot) :mraterial~processparts-.parts

pat (parf) :matexprial satkpat

kicnds * (kindof) design-and~constuction
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Appendix B. Process Model

This appendix contains data on the electronics module process model used in the DICE Project
Coordination Board on the Electronics Pilot Project. The following information is contained:

1. MacProject Activity Network Chart For Pilot Project Tasks Page 88

2. Listings for Electronic Module Process Model Inputs to Project Coordination Board Page 89
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Listings for Electronic Module Process Model inputs to
Project Coordination Board

(Analyze For_-Pnxlucibility
next-tasks * (previousjasks) : Support ateriaLRqmts Planning..MRP
previousý-tasks * (nextjtasks) : PerfomxDetailedElectricalDesign
description :
destination : IManufacturing-Engineering"
duecdate:
earliest-finish: "7/10/9211
earliest~start: "6/25/92"
focus:
output: "Producibility Plan Update"

AssessNew_MfgProcesses
next-tasks * (previousjtasks) : Develop--eýtailedProcessInstructions
previous-tasks * (nex~tasks) : Develop-Analyzej!Detailed Mfg-rocesses
description :
destination: "M1anufacturing Engineering"
due-date :
earliest.-finish: "10/26J92"1
earliest-start: "6/15/92"
focus :
output: "Design Guideline Update To PP"

CloseoutCDRActionItems
next-tasks * (previousjtasks) : End_-DICEPhaseIV
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : ConducL-zt_ - *egn-Review_-CDR
description :
destination : "Systemn~ngineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: "8/12/92"
earliest-start : "18/0,921
focus :
output: "CDR Completion Certificate"l

(CoseoutPDRActionItems
next-tasks * (previous,-asks) : PerformDetailedElectricalDesign
previous-tasks * (nexLtasks) : Update-jCD-.B2...Specs
description:
destination : "System...Engineering"
due-date:
earliest~finish: "6/10/92"
earliest-start : "'6/4/92"t
focus :
output: T~DR Completion Certificate"

(Conduct Cxiticalj~esign-.ReviewCDR
next~tasks * (previous-tasks) : CloseoutCDRActionItems
ReleaseFinaljDrawing-Package
previous-tasks * (nexutasks): PrepareDetailed-TesLRequiremnents
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FinalizeProducibility.Ylan
PerfomnDetailed-Maint..Analysis
PerfomixDetailedThermalAnalysis
description: destination: "SystemxEngineering"
due-date :I
earliestjfinish: "8/5/92"l
earliest_start : "8/5/92"
focus :
output : "CDR MinuteWAction Items"

(ConductLLCCAnalysis
next-tasks * (previous tasks) : PerformDetailed_-MaintLAnalysis
previousýtasks * (next-tasks) : ConductLSA.Analysis
description :
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest finish :'/79!
earlieststart: : 7/17/92"
focus:
output: "LCC Report"

(Conduct LSA_-Analysis
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : ConductLCCLAnalysis
previous-tasks * (nextjasks) : ConducLMaintTradeStudies
description :
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"I
duie-date:
earliest finish :1//2

focus:stt::'/92
output: 'ISA Report"

(ConductMaintTradeStudies
next~tasks * (previ~ousjtasks) : ConductLLSAAnalysis
previos-_aks, * (next tasks) : Cnctrei-Design-ReviewPDR
description:I
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"
due date:
earliest_finish: "6/17/92"
earliest-start: "//2
focus:
output: "Maintainability Requirements ($2 Update)"

(Conduct-PrelimLDesigniReview_-PDR
next-tasks * (previousjtasks) : UpdatejCDB-12,Specs

ConducLMaintTrade_-Studies
DefinePCBýLayout-Guidelines
Define-Detailed Mechanical-Design

preiou-taks* (next-tasks) : Perform-PrelimxMaint..Analysis
PezformjPrelim-Mechanical Design
Perform-Prelim-BrrAnalysis

Cetej~sTfo ý Cost-lan-Goals,
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DevelopjPrehn1iRM_Parts_.List
PerformPrelim..Failure.Analysis
description : destination: "Systezn3Engineering"
due-date :
earliest~finish: "6/3/92"
earliest-start : "60392"
focus:
output: "PDR Minutes/Action Items"

(Conduct-Prelirinary-Producibility-Analysis
nextLtasks * (previousý_tasks) : EvaluateDetailed(lffg-jechnology-Rqrnzs
previous._tasks * (nextjasks) : CreatejDesignTo-CostPlanGoals
description :
destination: '~Maufacturing-Engineering"
due-date:
earliest~finish : '16/5Y9211
earliest-start: "151222"
focus :
output: "Prtoducibility Analysis, Report"

Createý.DesignjTo CostPlanGoals
next-tasks * (previousjasks) : ConductPreliminary-Producibility-Analysis

prevoustaks (nxt ask) :ConductPrelimj-DesignReviewPDR
preiou~taks* (ex~ask):Defln-rnhinaryjvlg-Rqmts
desripionDevelop-..RMJesign-ConceptsSolutions

destination: "Manufacnning....ngineering"
due.-date :
earliest~finish: "5t26,92"'
earliest~start: "5/19/92"
focus :
output: "DTC Plan"

(DeflneLDetailed-MechanicaL.Design
nextuasks * (previousLjasks) : PerformLLRMCixvuitPartitioning
previous_tasks * (nextjtasks) : ConductPrelinLDesignReview_ýPDR
description :
destination:. "MechanicalEngineering"
due -date:
earliest~finish: "6/17/92"
earliest~start: 9"6/4,0211
focus :
output: "Drawings/Digital Darn"l

(DeflneL RK-Interfaces
next-tasks * (previousLjasks) : DevelopL1RW-Design-ConceptsSolutions
previous-tasks * (nexLtasks) : RefinejhzerfaceýRqmzs
description :
destination : "Systent.Engineering"
due-date:
earliest-finish : 014/3/9211
earlieststar: "13J23/92"1
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focus :
output: "Preliminary Intfc Cntrl Doc (ICD)"

(Deflne-MaintDesign....iteria
next-tasks * (previous-tasks): PerformPrelim MaintAnalysis
preiosmks * (nextjasks): Develop-LRM-Design-ConceptskSolutions

RefineTestabilityAllocations;
description:
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"U
due-date :
earliest-finish: "5/4/92"
earliest-start: "4/21/92"
focus:
output: "Maintainability Design Criteria"

I(Define PGLayouL.Guidelines
nexusks (prviou-tass) :PerformDetailed- ElectricalDe-sign
nex~asks* (peviosjass):PerformLRM-CircuitLPartitioning

previousjamsks * (nex~tasks) : ConductPrelimjDesign-ReviewPDR
description:
destination : "ElectricaLEngaineering"

_ Idteearliest-finish: "6(17/92"
earliest_start: 1100)27'
focus :
output: "Preliminary Level I Drawings"

I(DefIne-Preliminary-fgRqmts
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : CreateDesign...o-CostPlanGoals
previousjasks * (nextjasks) : EvaluateProcurementStrategy

DeveIopfg..Strategy
EvaluateProduction...Strategy

description : destination : "Manufacturing-Engineering"
due-date:
earliest~finish: "5/20/92"
earliest-start : "'5/14j92"
focus :
output : "Updated Manufacturing Plan"

Is
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : Fuialize-ProducibiliMyPlan
previousjtasks * (next-tasks) : Develop....etailedProcessIntructions
description:-
destination: "Manufhcturing-Engineering"
due-..date:
earliestfinish: "7/2,8/92#1
earliest-start: '7/15/92"
focus :
output: "Design Guideline Update To PP"3

(Dev-ProdTest-YqpEcjtYM-Rqmts
nextasks * (previous-tasks): Develop...DetailedProcessInsructions
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prvosU S* (next tasks): Develop-.Analyze-Detailedj-fg-rocesse
description:
destination : "Manufacturing...Engineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: 17/7)92"
earliest-start: "1=
focus:
output: 'Test Requiremnents Report"

{Develop-Analyze-Detailed&Mfg-Processes
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : AssessNewjvMfg-Processes

preios, taks* nex-Mks :Dev-Pod,-estEqpLvrIEýRqmts
prevous asks* (nxtjaks):EvaluateDetailed_ fgjechno~logy..Rqmts

description:
destination: * Manufaturing_...EgineeringI"
due-date:
earliest finish: "6/19/92"
earliest-start : "16(892
focus:
output : "Process, Flow Update To PP"

Develop-DetailedProcessInstructions
next-taks * (prviousjtasks) : Determine...Compatibility-WithCurrent

-Capabilities
SupporL-Tesability...Design...Analysis

prevousSupport-Mateial RqmtsPlanning...MRP
-ostasks * (next-tasks) : AssessNewjvlfg-Processes

description: DvPý eLEpPI,-qt

destination: "Manufwacting..Engineering"
due-date :
earliest-finfish : '7/14/92"
earliest start : "6MM19"
focus:
output: "Process Instructions Update To PP"

(DeveloRM....Design-.Concepts-S.olutions
nexitjasks * (previous-tasks): PerformMechanicalTradeStudies

Develop-ReiabilityjMathModel
Develop-frel-Im..RM- Electrical-Design
Develop....RMTestability .Approach
Define-Maint-Design-Criteria,
Perform Prelm Mechanical De-sign
Q~eatejDesignjo-Qost-PlanGoais

Ine swk * (nextjtasks): De11~rlnLMYnctl-.esign
DefLneM"huefaces

destnaton:"Electrical-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: "Qf7)92!"
earlicststart: "4/13/92"
focus:
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output: "Sketches/Layouts"

(Developj.RM TelafiMyApproah
nextuasks * qwrviousja~sks) : Perfom_-PrelimBJLAnalysis
previousjaswks * (nextjaUsks) : EstablishTestPhilosophy

descipton:Develop-..LRM gn-Concepts-Solutions

destination: "Suipportability-.Engineering"
due-date :I
earliest-finish : "4/27/92"
earliestutart: "4)21/92"
focus : I
output: "Testablit Approach"

Develop-Mf-Strategy
next-tasks * (prviousjasks) : Definereliminary-fg-Rqmts
previos tasks * (nex~tasks) : GenerateInitia&Producibility...Plan
description :I
destination : "Manufacturing...Engineering"I
due-date :
earliest-finish : "5/13)92"
earliest-start: #*5)792"
focus :
output: "Manufacturing Plan"

next-asks (previousj-asks) : Perform Prelim .BrlAnalysis
Develop-Prelim-LRMParts_List

preius tasks * (nex~tasks) : Develop-LRM- gnpConICeptsS-olutionsI
description :
destinatioin: MEectricaLEn~gineering"
duedate:
earliest-finish: "5/18/92"
earliest-.start: "4/28/92"
focus:
output: "Detailed SPX-32 Block Diagrams"

(Develop....relint..M FncttDesign_3
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : Develop-LRM- gn.XonCDeptsLSolutions
preiou ak (next-tasks) : Bocw-Down-DesignjRmtsjo..Comp-Assy

description:
destination : "Systm.,.En~gineering"
due-date:
earliest..flnish: "41VMj92
earlicst-..start: "4/6/92"
focus:I
output: "SPX-32 Functional Block Diagrams"

(Develop...reim..LRM-yartsJUt
nextjtasks * (pavviousjtasks): ConductPrelim _Design-.Review!PDR
previousjatsks * (next-tasks): Developjhe~m.LRM.ElectricalDesign
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destination: "Electrical...Engineering"
dued dt:
earliest-finish: "5/18/92"
earliestutart: "5/5)92"
focus:
output : "Prelimninary Parts List"

(Develop-..ReiabilityMath-Model
next-tasks * (previous-utasks) : PerformPrelim -Failure-Analysis
previous-tasks * (nex~tasks) : Develop-LRM Design...QmceptsSolutions
description:
destination: "Supportability..Engineering"
due-date:
earliestfinish: "5/11/92"
earliestutart: @240M,9"
focus:
output: "Reliability Math Models"

(EniLDICE_PhaseWV
previous-tasks * (nextjasks): CloseoutCDRActionItems

descrition:ReleaseFinalDrawing-Package
diestination:
due-date :
earliest-finish:
earlieststart:
focus:
output:

(Establish.Test.YPhilosophy
next..tasks * (prviousjasks): Develop-lRM-Tesmability Approach
prievious-tasks * (nextjasks): EvaluawTeest...Rqmt
description:
destination: "SupportabilityjEngineering"
due-date :
earlies-tfiish: "4/10)92"
earliest-start: "3/30)W2
focus :
output: "Testability Philosphy"

EvaluecDetaile~dfg..Tecbnology-Rqrts
next-asks * (prevousjasks) : DvlpAayeDtie-f-rcs
previous-tasks * (nextjasks) :

descrition :ConductPreliminary-Producibility-Analysis
destination : "Manufacturing...ngineering"
due-date:
earliest-finish : "6/12/92"
earliest-.star: "6/1)92"
focus:
output: "Producibility Plan Update"
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(EvaluateProcuremnentLStrategy
netu~k * (prvious-tasks) : Define_Pre~nnaiy..Mg..Rqmnts
previous tsks * (nextjasks) : Genrate_-initial Producibility-Plan.
description:
destination: "Manufwartuing-Engineering"I
duedate:
earliest-finish : "5/8/92"
earliest-start : "5/402"tU
focus:
output: "Make/Buy Plan Update To PP"

Evaluate-Production Sftrtgy3
next-tasks * (previousjtasks) : DefinePreliminaryjfg-Rqmts
previous-tasks * (nextjtasks) : GenerateIniti&lProducibility...Plan
description :
destination : "Manufwacning...Engineering"
due date:
earliest-finish : "5/6/92"
earliest~start: "f4/3092"1
focus:
output: "Ptoduciblfity Plan Update"f

(EvaluateTestRqnits
nextuasks * (previousasks) : IdntiyTE .Options

Establish_-TestPhilosophy
previous-tasks * (nextjasks) : Refine_ TestabilityAllocations,
description :
destination: "Supportability.....ngineering"

du-dte
earliest finish: "4/3/92"
earliest-start : "3/23)92"
focus:
output: "Test Equipmnent Approach"

(Fialize-Producibility-Plan
next-tasks * (previous-tasks): Cbnduct-Qritical Design...Review_-CDRI
prevousjtasks *(nextjasks): SupportTesaility..Desgn-Analysis

Support-Material Rqmrts-Planning....RP
DetermineCa patibility-WithCurrent

-Capabilities
desritio :destination : "Manufacturing-Enghieering!"

earliest-finish: "18/4/92" I
earliest-start : "7/29/92"
focus:
output: "Updated Prodciilty Plan"

(Flowj.-own-DesignRqmts-ToConip.Assy
nextjasks * (previous-tasks) : Developj~relimqj.RM&nctL Dsign
previous-tasks * (nextjasks): RefineRower..Allocations

RefineWt Size-Allocations
Refine-Thermoal..Allocation3
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Refine_Reliability-Allocation
RefineFnctlLRMAffocations
Refine_nterface-Rqmts
Refine_-TestabilityAllocations

description: destination : "System.....ngineering"
doe-date :
earliest-finish: "4/10/92"
earlfiest.-start: "193M,9211
focus :
output: "SpecsISCD's/Drawings"

{GenerateIntialProducibility-Yqan
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : EvaluateProductionStrategy

EvaluateProcuremenLStrategy
Develop-Wg..Strategy

previous-tasks; * (next tsks) : Update-Family-jree
description :
destination : "Manufacturing-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest_finish : "5/1/92"
earliest-start: "14M2M9"
focus :
output: "Initial Proudcibility Plan (PP)"

IIdentifyT..E...ptions
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : Perform_,TETradeStudies
previous-tasks * (nextjasks) : EvaluateTeS:LRqmts
description:
destination: "Supporc~tabliffty..Eng~ineinýg"
due-date:
earliest..flnish : W420/92"
earliest-start : "14/6'92"
focus :I
output: "T&E Trade Study Report"

I Perform-Detailed-Cirvuit-Analysis
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : Prepare...Detailed-Test..Requirements
preiuis tasks * (next-tasks) : Nfrm...DetailedL lectrical-Design
description:
destination: F 'rni
due-date:
earliest-finish : "7/17/92"
earliest-start: I
focus :
output: "Electrical, Analysis Report"

(PerformLDetailed-ElectricalDesign
next-tasks * (previous-..tasks) : Perfonn..Detailed-Circuit-..Analysis;

Update-Sys-_ eriflcation Plan
Analyze-For Producibility

previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Define! BJ~ayout-.Guidelines
(3sot-D R -Action-jtezs
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description:
destination: "ElectriW-Enghneeing"
due-dae:
earliest-finis: '7/1/92"t
earliestsat "6/11/92"
focus:
output: "Final Level I Drawings"

(Perforna-Detailed_-MaintAnalysis I
next-tasks. * (previousjtasks) : ConductCritical-Design-Review...CDR
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Conduct..LCCAnalysis
description : Idestination:
due-date:
earliest-finish:
earliesustart:
focus:
output:

I Perform-DetailedThermal...Analysis
next~tsks * (previous-tsks) : ConductCriticalDesigitReview_ýCDR
previous-tasks * (next-tasks): Pe-rform...LRMCircuit-Paritioning
description:
destination: "Mechanical-Engineering"
due-date:
earliest-finish: '7/17/92"
earliesustart: 17=29"
focus:
output: "Thermal Analysis Report"

(Perform LRMCircuitPartitioning
nexttasks * (previous-tasks) : PfomDetailedThennal-Analysis
previous-tasks *(nextjasks) : DefineDetailedMechanical-Design

descipton:Defineý_PCB...ayoutLCuidelines

destination: 'ElectricaLJEngieering"
earliest finish:71M
earliestsat "6/18/92"
output: "PCB Layout Guidelines"

(Perform...MechanicalTrade Satuies
next~tasks * (previous-tasks) : PerformThernalTrade-Stdies

Perform-Prelim-Mechanical-Design
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Develop...lRM Design-Concepts-SolutionsI

Prepare;-.Drawing Tree

destination: "Mechanical...Engineering"

earliest..flnish: "5/4/92
earliest-start: "4,21/92"3
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focus:
output: "Mechanical Requirements (B2 Update)"

(Perform-Prelim_-BrIAnalysis
next tasks * (previousjtasks) : ConductPrelim -Design...ReviewPDR
previous_tasks * (nex~tasks) : PlerformTETradeStudies

Develop...Prelim LRMElectrical..Design
DevelopLRMTestability.Approach

description : destination : "Supportability...Engineening"
due-date:
earliest-finish: "5/26/92"
earliestutart: "5/1292"
focus:
output: "BIT Effectiveness Report"

(Perform _PrelimFailureAnalysis
nextrtasks * (previous-jasks) : ConductPrelinm Design..ReviewPDR
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Develop-Reliability..MathModel

PlerformThermalTradeStudies
description :
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest_finish: "1j2
earliestutart: "5/19)92"
focus.
output: "Failure Rate Prediction Report"

(Perform-relim-..MaintAnalysis
next-tasks * (previousjaksks) : ConductPrelimDesign-ReviewPDR
previous-tasks * (nex~tasks) : DefineMaintjDesign-riteria
description:
destination: "Supportability~ngineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: "5/18/92"
earliest-start: "5/51%2"
focus:
output: "Baseline MitnaltyReport"

I(Perform PrelimMechanicaLDesign
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : Conduct_Prelim LDesignReview_-PDR
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : PerformMechanicalTradeStudies

Develop-LRM-DesignConceptsSolutions
description:
destination: "Mecwhamical...Engineeringol

earliest finish: 51/2
earliest-start :: "5/181)
focus.
output: "Preliminary Mechanical Sketches"

(Performj_T_E_Tra&eStudies
next-tasks * (previous-uasks): Perform-PrelimBITAnalysis
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previous_tasks * (next-asks): IdentifyjUýjOptions
description:I
destination: "Supportability-....Egieering"l

earliest-star: "4/13/92"
focus:
output: "Critical Test Interfaces"

(PerformThermalTrade_Studies
next-tasks * (previous-asks): PerformnPrelin Failure-Analysis
previous-tasks * (nextjasks): PerformMechanicalTrade_-Studies
description:
destination: "MechanicaLEngineering"

du-dte
earliest-finish: "5/18/92"
earliest-start: "15/5)9X1
focus:
output: "Thermal Requirements (B2 Update)"

PrepareDetailectTes;LRequirements_3
next-tasks * (previous-asks) : ConductCritical-DesignReviewCDR
previous-tasks * (next-asks) : PerformjDetailed-CiivuitAnalysis

desciptin :Update..SysVerificationPlan

desination: "Elecirical-Engineering"
due date:
earliest-finish: '7/31/92"
earliest-start: "7/2192
focus:
output: 'Test Specifications"

IPrepareJ~rawing-Tree
next~tasks * (previousjasks) : PerformMechanicalTrade_-Studies
previous-tasks * (nex~tasks) : Update-Family-jree
description :I
destination: "Mechanical_..Egineeringlt
due date:
earliest-flnish : '4/10/92"I
eafliest..start: "/i

output: "Drawing Tree"

Refine-nct1.LRMAlocations
next-tasks * (previousasks): HowjDown-Desigi.Rqmtsjo...Comp...Assy
prrvoutasks * (next-Asks): ReviewSystem.Rqints

destination: "System...Engincering"
due date:
carlimstjnish : "3=092"
cazliest..start: "3A192
focus:3
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output: TFunctonal Requiremenits (132 Update)"

(RefineinterfaceRqmts
next tasks * (previousjasks) : UpdateFarilyffree

FlowDowiDesinRqnsTo pComp-Assy
Deflne.LRMInterfaces

previous-ta~sks * (next-tasks) : Review-SystentRqmts
description :
destination: "System-Engineering"
due~date :
earliest-finish: "3/20/92"
earliest-stant: "@319/92"
focus :
output: "Interface Requirements (B2 Update)"

Refine-.owerAllocations
next~tasks * (previous-tasks) : FlowDowr mDesig-qmTo-Conp.Assy
previous-tasks *' (nex~tasks) : Review-SystemnRqmts
description:
destination:"ltraEgeeng
due date :
earliest-finish: "3/20/92"
earliest-start : "t31992"
focus :
output: "Power Requirements (B2 Update)"

I Refine-ReliabilityAllocation
next_tasks * (previous-tasks) : FloywDown.DesignRqmts-jo-Comp-.Assy
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : ReviewSystemjRqmts,

destnaton:"SupportAbility-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: "3/20W'2
earliest-start: 193)9192"
focus :
output: "Reliability Requirements (B2 Update)"

IRefim-TestabilityAllocations
nextutasks * (previous-uasks) : FlowDownDesign.Rqm~ts-jo..Comp..Assy

EvaluateTest...Rqmts,
Define aint Design Citeria

previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Review_-System..Rqmts
descipion:
destination: "Supportability-Engineering"
due-date :
earliest-finish: "3/27/92
earliest-start: "3/16/92"
focus:
output: "Testability Requirements (B2 Update)"

(Refineffhermal-Allocation
nextjasks * (previousja~sks): FlowDownDesinRmts-To..Comp-Assy
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preious-tasks * (nextjasks): Revew-SystemLRqrnts
description :I
destination : "MolechanicalEngineering"'
due-date:
earliestfinish: "3/2V/92"
earliest-start: "3/16/92"
focus:
output: "Cooling Requirements (B2 Update)"3

Reflne...WtSize_-Allocations
next-tasks * (previous-tasks) : FlowDown-DesiRqmts-ToComp...Assy
previous-tasks * (nextLtasks) : Review-System..-Rqmnts
description:
destination: "Mechanicga Engineering"
~duate:
earliest-finish.- "3/20/92"
earliest-swtar: "3/9M9"
focus:
output: "Weight & Size Acquirements (B2 Update)"I

(Release.Ynal-Drawing-Package
next-tasks * (previousjtasks) : EndDICEPhase-lV

preios-tsk *(nex~tasks) : Conduct_-CiiticalDesign-ReviewCDR
description:
destination: "Mechanical-Engineering"
due-date:I
earliest-finish: "8/6/92"
earliest-start: "8/6/92"
focus:I
output: "Final SPX-32 Drawing Pkg"

(Review-SystemjRqmts
next-tasks * (previous-tasks): Refine...FnclLRML.Allocations

Reflneffhermal Allocation
Refine_Reliability-Allocation5
Reflne-PowerAllocations
Refine-jestabilityAllocations
Refine_ýWtSize-.Allocations
ReflnejniterftceýRqmts

description : destination: "System Engineering"
due-date:
earliest-finish : "3/6/M"
earliest-start: 993/1/92"
focus:
output: "Preliminary B2 Spec"

JSupport.Matai&Rqmts..Ylaning.MRP
next-tasks * (previousjasks):_ FinalizeProducibility-Plan.
previous-tasks * (nextjaks) : Develop-j>etailed-ProcessInstuctions

description Aaye-o:-rdcblt
desinaio: "ManufacturingjEngineering"
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due-date:
earliest~finish : "8/4/92"
earliest--start: "17/22/92"
focus:
output : "Master Production Schedule Report"

{Support-Testability-Designj4nalysis
nex~tsks * (previousjtasks) : Finalizeý_Producibilityjlan
preos tasks * (next-tasks) : DevelopjDetailedProcess,_Instructionis
description :
destination: 'lManufacturing-Engineering"
due.-date :
earliest-finish : '7/21)92"
earliest~start: 171/0221
focus :
outr? -.t: "Producibility Plan Update"

IUpdateFamily-Tree
next~tasks * (previousjtasks) : Prepare Drawing-Tree

GenerateIntialProducibility-Plan
previous-tasks * (nex~tasks) : Refine-Interface.-Rqmts
description :
destination: "S ystem-Engineering"
due-date:
earliestLfinish.: "4/3/92"
earliest-start: "3/23/92"
focus :
output : 'Updated Famly Tree"

{UpdatzeJCD B2_Specs
next~tasks * (previous-tasks) : CloseoutPDRActionItems
previous-tasks * (next-tasks) : Colduct-PrelinLDesign-Review_-PDR
description :
destination: "System-Fi.ngineering"
due-date:
earliest~inish: "6/17/92"
earliest-start: "6/4192"
focus :
output: "Final B2 Spec & XD"

(Update...Sys-Verificaticm-Plan
next~tasks * (previous-tasks) : Prepare-Detailed-TestRequirements
previousjtasks * (nextjtasks) : NrformDetailedE-lectiical Design
description :
destination: "SystemLrngineering"
due-date:
earliest-finish: "7/17/92"
earliest_start : 17/2/92"
focus :
output: "Design Compliance Matrix"
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Appendix C. Metrics Data

This appendix contains additional information on the metrics taken during the DICE Electronics
Pilot Project design activity. The following information is contained.

1. Metrics Definitions ............................................................................ Page 106

2. Form for Collection of Applied Time Metric ............................................... Page 113

3. Form for Collection of Environment Metrics .............................................. Page 113

4. "Bug Report" Form ........................................................................... Page 114
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APPLIED TIME METRIC DEFINITON

"* Description: This is the time actually spent performing the individual design tasks for the 3
pilot project module. This time is equivalent to the time that would be entered on the
employee's time card for the productive hours spent on that task.

"* Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to drive the product development cost
down, as the applied time charged to tasks on a project directly affects the development cost.

* Population: This metric is to be collected for each design task on the SPX32 pilot project
design, as defined by the task structure in the DICE Project Coordination Board.

* Frequency and source of measurement: The measurement is to be captured every business

day. Each designer captures his time spent on his assigned tasks on a sheet similar to the

time card system used at Westinghouse. This time sheet also captures additional data used

for other metrics, and includes the amount of time logged on to each DICE tool and the actual

start and finish dates for each task.

"* Graphic Presentation: The graphic presentation to be used will consist of a spreadsheet table

showing applied time for each task. The initial presentation for the pilot project will consist 3
of a table containing each task, the baseline time for each task, the pilot project time for each
task, and a "corrected" time for the SPX times, which takes into account the correction for 3
the immaturity of the tools being used, as the characteristics of the current versions of the
tools include reliability, user interface, and functionality shortcomings which negatively

affect the result. This correction factor will project the impact on the applied time assuming

the tool has matured; ie., that the reco-mended improvements being fed back to CERC have

been successfully implemented.

"* Customers: The customers of the metrics are the individual functional groups (electrical,

mechanical, manufacturing, etc.) responsible for performing these tasks for programs. The
functional groups use the metrics to provide a baseline for quoting design tasks and for

monitoring the cost performance during the execution of the tasks. Program offices are also

customers of the metrics to measure cost performance against the program plan.

"* Accountable process owner: The owners of the process are the functional groups described 3
above.

"- Desired outcome: The desired outcome is a trend showing a decrease in the hours required to

perform a specific task over a number of programs, as it indicates that the time (and therefore

the labor cost) to perform the task decreased as DICE tools were used. 3
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CYCHE TIME METRIC

• Description: The cycle time is the elapsed time in calendar business days to perform a task on the
pilot project design effort. This time starts with the acknowledgement of a task on the PCB, and

ends with the PCB assertion that the task is complete.

• Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to drive the product development time

down.

- Population: lhe population of tasks consists of all the tasks loaded into the PCB for the pilot
project design.

* Frequency and Source of Measurement: The cycle time measurement will be made once for each
task. No capability exists in the PCB for capturing a log of acknowledged and completed task
dates, so manual collection of these times is to be performed as an interim approach using the same

form as the applied time collection. Each member of the design team is responsible for entering the
actual start and finish dates for their respective tasks.

- Graphic Presentation: The presentation method is the same as for tht applied time metric. The
same correction factors apply.

"* Customers: The customers are the same as the applied time metric.

"* Accountable Process Owner. The process owners are the same as the applied time metric.

"* Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a trend indicating that development elapsed time is
decreasing, as a result of both decreased applied time for each task and increased concurrency in

performing the tasks.
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EVALUATION OF DESIGN ATFRIBUTES VS REQUIREMENTS METRIC U
* Description: This metric is defined as the percent of the design requirements which are being met
by the current state of the design, taken at a particular point in time.

-Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to improve the quality of the design by I
ensuring that all design requirements have been met, preferably in a shorter amount of time.

* Population: The requirements to be used in the metric are the total set of requirements in the
Requirements Specification or B2-Spec for the pilot project design. I

- Frequency and Source of Measurement The Design Assessment Tool (DAT) feature of the
Project Coordination Board (PCB) will be used to take the measurement. The measurement 3
frequency is desired to be every week during the design phase.

- Graphic Presentation: The presentation for the metric will be a graph generated by the DAT I
showing the requirement values and the actual design values for the design.

"• Customers: The customers for this metric are the program design lead and the program manager.

"* Accountable Process Owner: The owners for the process for assessing this metric are the 3
program design lead and the program manager.

- Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a trend showing that more design requirements are
being met earlier in the design phase due to the improved design capabilty using the DICE tools.

P
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CHANGE REQUESTS METRIC

* Description: This metric is the number of design changes that are requested after the design is

released to the fabrication cycle.

"* Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to measure the quality of the design.

"* Population: The population consists of all design changes requested for the pilot project module.

"* Frequency and Source of Measurement: The measurement will be made during a future
fabrication phase for the pilot project module, on a cumulative basis.

- Graphic Presentation: The graphic presentation will consist of a histogram showing number of
change requests over time.

• Customers: The customers of this metric are the project office and the functional groups
responsible for the design activity.

* Accountable Process Owner: The accountable process owners for improving the process are the

functional groups performing the design.

* Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a trend showing a decrease in change requests in a
quantity of programs over time. Appropriate complexity factors will need to be applied to compare
programs of different size and complexity.
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SYSTEM CRASHES METRIC

•Description: This metric is the number of times the system crashes, which includes all incidents

where a program has to be restarted, data has to be reinitialized, or the system requires rebooting.

* Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to improve the reliability of the DICE I
environment.

- Population: This metric includes all crashes in the DICE environment during the actual pilot

project design phase. 3
- Frequency and Source of Measurement: This measurement will be taken as each incident occurs,

using the Crash/Downtime/Rework log book in the DICE lab. Each incident will be recorded 3
i ily after the incident by the user who experienced the incident. The data will be compiled

weekly.

* Graphic Presentation: The graphic presentation will consist of a column chart plotting number of

crashes occurring during each week. 3
"* Customers: The customers of this metric are the DICE system administrator and the CERC. 3
"* Accountable Process Owner. The accountable process owner is the DICE system administrator.

"• Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a downward trend in number of crashes, indicating I
increased reliability of the system and its software.

I
I
I
I
I
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REWORK TIME METRIC

* Description: This metric is the amount of time required to redo work done on a pilot project

design task due to a system crash or other software malfunction.

"* Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to improve the efficiency of the DICE

environment by reducing lost effort due to DICE environment malfunctions.

"* Population: This metric will be taken for work done on all tasks in the pilot project design effort.

"* Frequency and Source of Measurement This measurement will be captured immediately after the
rework is performed. Each designer performing rework is responsible for recording the rework in
the Crash/Rework/Downtime log book in the DICE lab. The data will be compiled weekly.

• Graphic Presentation: The graphic presentation will consist of a column chart plotting hours of

rework required during each week.

"* Customers: The customers of this metric are the DICE system administrator and the CERC.

"* Accountable Process Owner-. The accountable process owner is the DICE system administrator.

"* Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a downward trend in rework time, indicating less

productive time lost due to system malfunctions.
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DOWNTIME METRIC I
Description: Downtime is the amount of time the system is not available for productive use by the

pilot project design team during the pilot project phase. The downtime includes the time the system

is unavailvable due to a crash or a system maintenance activity. The downtime is defined as the

time between the system being unavailable (such as the crash time or the maintenance start time)

and the time the system is restored to availability. Downtime due to crashes which are user

recoverable (such as by restarting an application program after a crash) and which do not require

system administrator support are not included in this metric, but are included in the crash and

rework metrics.

- Appropriate action to be driven: This metric is meant to improve the reliability and availability of

the DICE environment.

- Population: The population for the metric is the downtime incurred during performance of the

pilot project design tasks.

- Frequency and Source of Measurement: The measurement will be made immediately after the I
system is made available. The system administrator will log the time of correction of the problem

and the computed downtime using the Crash/Downtime/Rework log book. The data will be 3
compiled weekly.

- Graphic Presentation: The graphic presentation will consist of a column graph plotting hours of I
downtime occuring each week.

"• Customers: The customer of this metric is the DICE system administrator and CERC.

"* Accountable Process Owner: The process owner is the DICE system administrator. I
"• Desired Outcome: The desired outcome is a trend showing downtime decreasing as a function of

time.
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DICE "APPLIED TIME" METRIC DAILY TIME SHEET
(Please fill out daity when you fill your tmecari)

NAME: U. OUDSI
WEEK ENDING:
PAY PERIM0.

DALYT'nE RCOR" FORIMT: TOTAL APPUED HRS / EDN LOGGED-ON HRS I PCB LOGGED-ON NRS MONET LOGGED-ON NRS

TASKCRON TASK M T T__ F TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
NO. T/E/P/M TIEIP/! M T/PJPM TEIPIM TIEEIP M APPLIED EON FCB MONET

__I__ II I I I I -7 ;; --- ; I I/
__ il illII Ii I /I II I

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ I I I II I II I II I II
_________ I/II II III I III ill fII

I III II I Il IIi /1/

I___ I II I Il III IVI III
_______ _ I I I I II I II I II I II
_________ III IlI I I II I II II I

I__________ III I II I II I II II I
I_________ III I II I II I II III __

_________ I II I I I II I II III __

_________ *I I I II I II I II I II

Foim for Collection of Applied Time Metrics

FORWEKOF:

IN~x" FuS~masup9~fT
Ml!~E"" 

IF. ACL WAS RW~r
Na (%Wo) (WWM) FE k vs TO* TOTAL TwE

M, m• Salm FM 0004ME IWOS)auw u•T. oHed
UOII MANr. (,*W¶M - M

1001____ ______________ _

1002___ _

1003
1004 ____

1005 ____

1006____ ______________ _

10071 1____ 1______________

1008 ____ _______________

1009_____ ______________ _

1010____
1011 ____

1012_____ ______________ _

1013 _____ _______________

1016.

Form for Collection of Envirmnment Metrics
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DICE TOOL BUG REPORT

Software Module(s) Version U
Location (of Software)

DICE Lab, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, MD 3
Platform (Fnvironment)

Sun Sparcstation 1 (SUNOS 4.1.1) 1
Problem No. Daie

Originator's Name Phone

(410) 765 - 9252

flambe Problem (Be a specidf as posible, including what you where doipg when the problem occutred) I
I

Type of Problem

....... (R.quired for propwe e) .Adspao (Should be an earer way to do his) _Anhmcement (New requiranent)

Severity N
.- _Toolend t functional _ Some feate•s oken jn...v.amnv e (work amund exists) _ fInefcient, unclew, etr.

Addional Commeaes /hiforimabot I
I

IReceived by Dame Signature

"Bug Report" Form
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